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Abstract 

Series and parallel tuned resonant converters have traditionally been operated at a constant frequency by 

employing Phase-Shift Modulation (PSM). It provides excellent efficiency from full - load to near no - load 

while maintaining zero-voltage switching (ZVS). However, the range of input voltage variations is limited. 

For the applications, where there is a wide variation in the input voltage as well as in the output load, the 

PSM technique is not able to maintain ZVS, resulting in switching losses. This thesis has studied the 

behavior and performance of the same converter under hybrid modulation in which both the frequency and 

the phase-shift are varied. It has been shown that the hybrid modulation technique allows the ZVS operation 

of the converter under widely varying input voltage and output load. 

Frequency-domain modelling is presented, and the performance of the converter is, first, studied under the 

variable-frequency modulation, and then under the hybrid modulation. It has been shown that the converter 

can provide better control against the input voltage variations than the fixed frequency modulation by 

‘jumping’ the operating frequency from one region to another while maintaining ZVS. The range of the 

input voltage can be extended further by employing variable pulse-width modulation in addition to variable 

frequency.  

Unlike the constant-frequency operation, the converter exhibits some very interesting characteristics. The 

new characteristics help in minimizing the conduction losses and allow its operation under a wide range of 

input voltage and output load.  
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Background 

Power electronics is the study of electronic circuits for the control and conversion of electrical 

energy. Technology is a critical part of our energy infrastructure and is primary for a wide range of 

uses of electricity. 

At a worldwide average rate of 12 billion kilowatts per hour of every day of every year, more than 

80% of the power generated is being reprocessed or recycled through some form of power 

electronic systems [37]. A significant amount of energy is wasted during this power conversion 

process due to low power conversion efficiency. It is estimated that the power wasted in desktop 

PCs sold in one year is equivalent to seventeen 500MW power plants! It is therefore very important 

to improve the efficiency of these power conversion systems. It is estimated that with the 

widespread use of efficient and cost-effective power electronics technology, the world could see a 

35% reduction in energy consumption [37,38]. 

There are several applications of power electronics, these include space, telecommunications, 

computers, lighting, aerospace, renewable energy resources, electric vehicles, etc. Higher the 

frequency, lesser the size of component - resulting in a reduction of the size of an electric device. 

So, it is encouraged to operate the devices at a high frequency. The general block diagram of a 

power electronics system is shown in Figure 1-1. 

It is challenging to use  DC-DC converters for renewable energy resources due to various 

challenges such as the ability to withstand fluctuation in the input voltage and varying load 

conditions while maintaining high efficiency. In addition, the converter must be compact, 

lightweight, and should possess high power density. 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/engineering/networks-circuits
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Figure 1-1: Block Diagram of a Power Electronics System. 

1.2 Classification of Converters 

Converters can be broadly classified based on the hardware and operating methods. Figure 1-2 

shows the basic classification of DC-DC converters. 

 

Figure 1-2: Classification of Converters. 

1.2.1 Types of Switching 

1) Hard Switching 

The principal factor for increased switching frequency is the reduction in converter size and weight 

due to smaller capacitors, inductors, and transformers. Initially, Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) 

was used in hard switched DC-DC converters to regulate the output voltage. These are simpler to 
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design, model and are cost-effective. Mathematical modeling of such converters is easy as the input 

voltage is square-wave in nature resulting in piece-wise linear waveforms [1]. However, hard 

switched converters have several detrimental effects, which can be summarized as follows: 

• Switching loss: The overlapping of voltage and current waves during each turn-on and 

turn-off switching causes a large pulse of energy loss. The PWM switching frequency of 

an inverter is limited because of switching loss.  

• Device Stress: In hard switching, the switching locus moves through the active region of 

the volt-ampere area, which stresses the device. The reliability of the device may be 

impaired due to prolonged hard switching operations. 

• EMI problems: High dv/dt, di/dt, and parasitic ringing effect at the switching of a fast 

device can create severe EMI problems, which may affect the control circuit and nearby 

apparatus.  

2) Soft switching 

Soft-switched resonant converters employ a resonant tank which is a combination of inductors and 

capacitors to combat switching losses shown in Figure 1-2. This allows for zero-voltage switching 

(ZVS) and zero-current switching (ZCS) [2]. 

 

 

Figure 1-3: Generalized structure of DC-DC Soft Switched Converter. 

 

The principle of soft switching is to prevent or minimize the overlap of voltage and current to 

reduce the switching loss. It is possible by applying Zero-Voltage Switching (ZVS) and Zero-

Current Switching (ZCS) technique. 
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1.2.2 Types of Topology 

The resonant converter topology can be categorized based on the number of elements in the 

resonant tank and its configuration. 

1) Two Elements 

i) LC Series 

ii) LC Parallel 

2) Three Elements 

i) LCC 

ii) LLC 

iii) CCL 

3) Multi Elements 

i) LCLC 

The table below summarizes the characteristics of all the topologies. A detailed comparison 

between all the topologies for operating it under variable frequency modulation and phase shift 

modulation is made in section 1.3. 

Table 1: Comparison of Resonant Topologies. 

Topology Frequency 

variation 

Component 

Voltage/Current 

stresses (Losses) 

ZVS/ZCS 

(a) LC Series 

 

 

Wide 

 

Lowest 

 

ZVS 

(b) LC Parallel 

 

 

Wide 

 

High 

 

ZVS 
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(c) LCC 

 

 

Narrow 

 

Highest 

 

ZVS 

(d) LLC 

 

 

Moderate 

 

Low 

 

ZVS & ZCS 

(e) CLL 

 

 

Moderate 

 

High 

 

ZVS & ZCS 

1.2.3 Modulation Techniques 

This section presents the basic control techniques for the DC-DC resonant mode converters. The 

following three techniques are normally employed in these converters: (1) Variable frequency 

Modulation (2) Constant frequency Modulation (3) Hybrid Modulation. 

1) Variable Frequency Modulation 

In this type of modulation, the output voltage of a DC-DC resonant converter is controlled 

by varying the operating frequency of the converter with respect to the resonant frequency 

of the resonant circuit. A comprehensive investigation of various resonant mode topologies 

for variable frequency modulation has been reported [2,3]. The variable frequency 

modulation technique is easy to implement. However, it has the following disadvantages: 

• It is unsuitable for those applications with the frequency locking requirements. 

• It results in increased losses when operated at maximum frequency because the 

components are selected for the minimum frequency of operation.  
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2) Fixed Frequency Modulation - Phase shift modulation 

Phase shift modulation (PSM) is a form of fixed-frequency control. The output voltage is 

in the form of a symmetrical quasi-square which can be regulated by varying the pulse 

width angle against input voltage or load variations. With this method, a fixed constant 

frequency is chosen where varying the pulse width can ensure regulation and ZVS [16]. A 

constant frequency leads to lower core losses with more optimal magnetic components and 

a greater overall efficiency [38] [47]-[49]. Though under wide input voltage variations and 

light loads requirements, ZVS cannot be maintained. 

3) Hybrid Modulation 

To compensate for the drawback of both large frequency variations and loss of ZVS, hybrid 

modulation employs multiple techniques utilizing duty-cycle and frequency variation to 

regulate the output.  

1.2.4 Analysis 

The converter can be analyzed from two points of view, or domains. These two domains are the 

time domain and the frequency domain. For periodic signals, time and frequency are the inverse of 

each other. A periodic signal can be quantified by its period which is how long it takes for the signal 

to repeat itself or by its frequency which is how many times the signal repeats itself in a given time. 

So, the analysis can be carried out in the following ways: 

1) Time Domain 

2) Frequency Domain 

Here, for the purpose of analysis, frequency domain is applied. 
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1.2.5 Types of Filter Circuit 

1) Inductive Filter 

This type of filter is also called choke filter, it consists of an inductor L. The indcutor is 

inserted between the rectifier and the load resistance (Rl). The rectifier contains AC 

components as well as DC components. When the output passes through the inductor, it 

offers high resistance to the A.C. component and no resistance to D.C. components. 

Therefore, A.C components of the rectified output are blocked and only D.C components 

are reached at the load [39]. 

 

Figure 1-4: Inductive Filter. 

2) Capacitive Filter 

In this filter a capacitor is connected across the load during the rise of the voltage cycle it 

gets charge and this charge is supplied to the load during the fall in the voltage cycle. This 

process is repeated for each cycle and thus the repel is reduced across the load. It is shown 

in the Figure below. It is popular, because of its low cost, small size, less weight, and good 

characteristics [39]. 

 

 

Figure 1-5: Capacitive Filter. 
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3) LC Filter 

In the inductor filter, the ripple factor is directly proportional to the load resistance. On the 

other hand, in a capacitor filter, it is varying inversely with the load resistance. Hence, by 

combining the inductor filter with the capacitor, the ripple factor will become almost 

independent of the load filter. It is also known as an inductor input filter, choke input filter, 

L input, or LC-section. 

In this circuit, an inductor is connected in series with the load. It offers high resistance to 

the A.C. components and allows DC component to flow through the load. The capacitor 

across the load is connected in parallel which filters out any AC component flowing 

through the choke. In this way, the ripples are rectified, and a smooth DC is provided 

through the load [39]. 

 

Figure 1-6: LC Filter. 

4) Π Filter 

It consists of one inductor and two capacitors arranged in the shape of Greek letter Pi. It is also 

called capacitor input Pi filter. The input capacitor C1 is selected to offer very low reactance 

to the repel frequency hence major parts of filtering is done by C1. Most of the remaining repels 

are removed by the combining action of L and C2. This circuit gives much better filter then LC 

filter. However, C1 is still directly connected across the supply and would need high pulse of 

current if load current is large. This filter is used for the low current equipment [39]. 
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Figure 1-7: pi Filter. 

1.3 Comparison of Resonant Converters 

PV industry has grown exponentially, resulting in major innovations in power architecture design 

to optimize electricity generating from solar energy. Micro-inverter based architectures are 

becoming a crucial part among numerous powering architectures as they exhibit various advantages 

like easy installation, safe voltage distribution, and the ability to extract the most energy from PV 

panel under varying operating conditions. In these applications, the DC input voltage range is 

typically 2:1 and the output load range can be 100:1. Although the input voltage levels are relatively 

low, the output voltage levels are sufficiently high to generate either single-phase or three-phase 

AC voltage. There are some unique challenges in designing these DC-DC converters and resonant 

converters lend themselves well for these applications.  

1.3.1 Constant Frequency Resonant DC-DC Converters 

The telecommunications industry went through a major transformation in terms of growth and 

service quality, driven by the development of high-speed optical networks in the early 1990s. 

Evolution in telecommunications equipment was needed to process surging data volumes at 

extremely high bandwidths in existing central offices while maintaining the same footprint or 

achieving an even compact footprint. Increased data volumes and reduced footprint demands 

resulted in tremendous pressure to provide high-density and high-efficiency power conversion 

solutions.  
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Several constant frequency converter topologies were developed for telecommunications based on 

the phase-shift modulation [7]. The following are the two most popular constant frequency resonant 

converter topologies. 

(1) Parallel-Tuned Resonant Topology 

A constant frequency parallel-tuned resonant DC-DC converter was proposed for high input 

voltage conditions in [7] and is shown in Figure 1-8. In this converter, the phase-shift modulation 

produces a high-frequency quasi-square voltage waveform at the output of the full-bridge inverter. 

The series inductor Ls in this topology has the following functions:  

1. It provides a high impedance to the harmonic components that are present in the output 

voltage of the bridge inverter. 

2. It limits discharging from the parallel capacitor to the switches of the full-bridge inverter 

during a zero-voltage interval.  

3. It provides zero-voltage switching for the MOSFETs with snubber capacitors. 

The components of the parallel branch have two functions:  

1. They provide a stiff, near-sinusoidal voltage source across the transformer, and confine 

circulating current within the parallel branch.  

2. The topology described above is well suited for high input voltage operation, however, the 

voltage drop across the series inductor prevents its use for the low input voltage. 

The work is done on phase-shift-modulated (PSM) resonant converters has contributed to the 

development of the series-tuned and parallel-off-tuned resonant topologies for low input voltage 

and the parallel-tuned resonant topology for high input voltage. PSM resonant topologies were 

extensively used in medium-to-high power applications.  

However, one of the major limitations of these converters is that the input voltage range is limited. 
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Figure 1-8: Circuit diagram of a parallel-tuned resonant DC-DC converter. 

(2) Series and Parallel- Tuned Resonant Topology 

In this converter, the inductor and capacitor of the series branch are tuned at the operating frequency 

while the inductor and capacitor of the parallel branch are off-tuned [9]. A high-frequency quasi-

square voltage waveform is produced at the output of the full-bridge inverter by operating the 

inverter with phase-shift modulation. The components of the series branch are tuned to the 

operating frequency so that this branch provides zero impedance at the fundamental frequency. The 

components of the parallel branch are off-tuned so that this branch provides an effective inductive 

impedance at the fundamental operating frequency. The application of the high-frequency quasi-

square voltage waveform across the combination of the series and parallel branches, therefore, 

results in a near sinusoidal current waveform with lagging power factor through the series branch 

that provides zero-voltage-switching (ZVS) for the inverter, and a nearly sinusoidal voltage 

waveform of constant amplitude across the parallel branch.  

The sinusoidal voltage waveform across the parallel branch also appears at the primary winding 

of the transformer. The rectification action of the output diode rectifier converts this sinusoidal 

voltage waveform into a unidirectional output voltage waveform at the input of the output filter. 

This converter has the following features: 

1. Load-independent output voltage resulting in a narrow range of phase-shift modulation; 

2. Maximum voltage gain of the converter resulting in lower conduction losses; 
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3. Turn-on and turn-off of the MOSFET switches under zero voltage resulting in near zero 

switching losses. 

4. Lossless snubbers across the switches. 

5. 50% duty-cycle for the output diodes conduction resulting in lower output filter inductor. 

6. Low voltage stress across the output diode allowing the use of Schottky diode with lower 

forward voltage drop and hence the improved conduction losses. 

The topology described is well suited for low input voltage operation, however, the voltage stress 

across the series resonant capacitor is high at high input voltage. 

 

Figure 1-9: Circuit diagram of a series and parallel-tuned resonant DC-DC converter. 

1.3.2 Variable Frequency Resonant DC-DC Converters 

Variable frequency modulation can be used in these applications as there is no requirement for 

system synchronization. In the mid-1980s, three basic resonant circuit topologies were presented, 

and their performance was compared in [2]. The topology was selected mainly on the basis of the 

current rating of the output capacitor, and the ability to deal with the ripple requirements of a static 

load. The selection of the output capacitor was made based on the voltage ripple, di/dt of the load 

current, minimum energy storage, and type of capacitor (electrolytic or film) for product life. With 

these requirements, it was found that the value of the capacitor was much higher than required to 

satisfy the ripple voltage requirements only; therefore, it was not necessary to use an LC output 

filter as just a C filter would do. Many new resonant converter topologies that have just a capacitive 

output filter have been developed in the field.  
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(1) Variable Frequency Series-Resonant DC-DC Converter   

The series-resonant circuit, shown in Figure 1-10, was one of the first resonant circuits to be 

introduced about 50 years ago [3].  Due to its simplicity, this circuit has been used extensively in 

induction heating and in designing low-power, high-density power supplies for 

telecommunications. It has been, therefore, natural to explore the use of this circuit in new 

microinverter applications, but it is often not possible to use a high Q series resonant circuit design 

due to the higher voltage rating of the series capacitor and the magnetic losses in the series inductor. 

The value of rated Q is often chosen to be around 1 to help overcome the above-mentioned 

challenges and to integrate the series inductor with the transformer but doing so results in the loss 

of frequency control of the converter, from medium-to-low loads. The converter does not have a 

voltage gain that is more than 1 and the transformer turns-ratio is determined by the value of the 

minimum input voltage. This gives rise to a higher resonant current, which results in higher 

conduction losses.  

 

Figure 1-10: A series resonant DC-DC converter. 

 

(2) Variable Frequency LLC Resonant DC-DC Converter   

An LLC resonant converter topology was presented in 1990 [3]. The LLC converter topology, 

shown in Figure 1-11 has the same benefits as the series-resonant circuit, but with the ability to 

step voltage up or down as it can have a voltage gain greater than 1. In this topology, an inductor 

is placed in parallel to the transformer along with the series-resonant circuit. Depending on its 
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value, this parallel inductor can be integrated with the transformer so that its structure becomes 

identical to that of the series resonant converter.  

By operating the converter below the resonant frequency, the series branch offers a capacitive 

impedance that helps to boost the voltage across the transformer. Although ZVS can still be 

maintained, the resonant current is increased, which lowers converter efficiency. This issue can be 

resolved by operating the converter above the resonant frequency so that the series branch becomes 

inductive. This helps reduce the voltage across the transformer, which allows ZVS to be maintained 

with a smaller resonant current, thus increasing converter efficiency.  

In PV applications, it is very desirable to operate the converter with the highest efficiency in the 

Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT) input voltage range. The efficiency of the converter can 

be optimized over this range by adjusting the output voltage of the LLC converter with appropriate 

values for the resonant circuit components and the transformer turns ratio.  

 

Figure 1-11: A LLC resonant DC-DC converter. 

 

(3) Variable Frequency CLL Resonant DC-DC Converter   

Similar to that of the LLC resonant converter, in the CLL topology shown in Figure 1-12, the series 

capacitor is connected in series with the primary winding and the series inductor is connected in 

series with the secondary winding of the transformer [4]. The parallel inductor is connected in 

parallel to the transformer, which can be integrated with the transformer, depending on its value, 

so that its structure is similar to the LLC resonant converter, but the CLL converter also has the 

ability to buck and/or boost the output voltage. It also provides two degrees of freedom to adjust 
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the output voltage over a given input voltage range: the value of the resonant components and the 

transformer turns-ratio. This helps to optimize the efficiency of the converter in any part of the 

input voltage range chosen by the designer, which is the (MPPT) input voltage range for PV 

applications. 

Detailed performance comparison of the LC, LLC, and CLL resonant converters was made in [6] 

and the following conclusions were drawn. 

1. The series-resonant converter offers the best efficiency at the minimum input voltage but has 

more conduction loss than the LLC and CLL resonant converters at different input voltages.  

2. Both the LLC and CLL resonant converters permit converter efficiency to be optimized over a 

given input voltage range.  

3. All three converters require a very high-frequency range to control the output voltage against 

input voltage (2:1) and load (100:1) variations.   

 

Figure 1-12: A CLL resonant DC-DC converter. 

1.4 Thesis Objectives 

The above discussion suggests that the variable frequency resonant converters require a very wide 

range of control over the operating frequency to accommodate a change of 100:1 in the output load. 

On the other hand, the constant frequency resonant converters have a very narrow input voltage 

range. This thesis first investigates the variable frequency operation of the series and parallel tuned 

resonant converter topology, and then studies its performance under both the variable operating 
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frequency and variable pulse-width. The phase-shift modulation technique is used to obtain the 

variable pulse-width. Following are the main objectives of the thesis: 

1. Frequency-domain modelling of the frequency-modulated series and parallel tuned 

resonant converter and the development of its performance characteristics. 

2. Frequency-domain modelling of the hybrid-modulated series and parallel tuned 

resonant converter and the development of its performance characteristics. 

3. Verification of the developed modelling with detailed simulations. 

4. Experimental proof-of-concept. 

1.5   Thesis Layout 

Chapter 2 provides a general description and operation of a series and parallel tuned resonant 

converter for renewable energy applications. Generalized frequency-domain modelling is carried 

out to obtain the performance curves of the converter. A variable frequency modulation technique 

is used to plot the characteristics graphs in MATLAB. Conclusions are drawn from those graphs to 

highlight the optimal region of operation and selection of various circuit parameters (Qs, Qp, k1, and 

k2). Further, the analysis and performance of the converter is verified by experimental results. 

Chapter 3 provides the basic operation of a series and parallel tuned resonant converter for Phase 

Shift Modulation. The frequency-domain analysis derived from VFM is extended to include PSM. 

This analysis is used to obtain the performance graphs for the converter when operated under PSM 

technique. The observations from those graphs are summarized to aid the selection of parameters 

for the resonant tank and optimal point of operation. Finally, the analysis and results are verified 

by experimental results. 

In Chapter 4, conclusions are highlighted which includes the optimal parameters for the resonant 

tank, and possible operating regions of the converter.  
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Chapter 2 

Variable Frequency Modulation of the Series and Parallel Tuned 

Resonant Converter  

This chapter provides a general description of a variable frequency series and parallel tuned 

resonant converter for renewable energy applications. Frequency-domain modelling is performed, 

and the performance of the converter is studied for variable frequency modulation. Unlike the 

operation of this converter at a constant frequency, the converter exhibits some very interesting 

characteristics when operated under variable frequency modulation. The new characteristics help 

in minimizing the switch conduction losses and allow its operation under a wide range of input 

voltage and output load.  

In Section 2.1, the basic description of the series and parallel tuned resonant converter is provided. 

In Section 2.2, various modes of operation and the working of the converter is described. 

In Section 2.3, all the parameters are normalized, and analysis is carried out to study the behavior 

of the converter.  

In Section 2.4, calculations are shown for obtaining the performance curves of the converter. All 

the RMS quantities are calculated which are further used in formulas for Voltage gain, and Switch 

Conduction Loss Index. 

In Section 2.6, the performance curves of the converter are developed and are later used for 

designing the resonant tank with optimal values. 

In Section 2.6, the analysis is verified using PSIM Simulation and experimental results. 

In Section 2.7, all the results obtained after operating the converter at a variable frequency are 

summarized. 
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2.1 Description of the Converter 

 

Figure 2-1: A Series and Parallel Tuned Resonant Converter. 

The circuit diagram of the series and parallel tuned resonant converter is shown in Figure 2-1. The 

circuit consists of the following: 

(1) Inverter 

The function of this full-bridge inverter is to invert the DC voltage (Vi) applied at its input 

to a high-frequency AC voltage (vs) at its output in the form of a square wave. This is 

achieved by turning the two diagonal switches ON and OFF during each half-cycle. When 

switches Q1 and Q3 are on, a positive voltage of magnitude equal to Vi appears at the output, 

and when switches Q2 and Q4 are on, a negative voltage of magnitude equal to Vi appears 

at the output. 

(2) Resonant Tank 

This resonant tank consists of a series branch and a parallel branch. Both the branches have 

an inductor and a capacitor, for the series branch it is Cs and Ls and the parallel branch 

consists of Lp and Cp. The function of the resonant circuit is to convert the high-frequency 

square-wave AC voltage to near sinusoidal AC voltage at the output of the resonant circuit. 

The sinusoidal AC output voltage is controlled by varying the switching frequency for any 

variation in the input DC voltage and output load.  
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(3) Transformer 

The high-frequency transformer provides isolation between the primary and secondary side 

of the transformer. It is also used for the purpose of voltage matching between the input 

voltage (source) and the load.  

(4) Rectifier 

The function of this full-bridge rectifier circuit is to converter the AC voltage (vp) obtained 

from the secondary side of the transformer to the unidirectional rectified DC voltage. The 

rectified DC voltage has a magnitude of Vo, it is further filtered to remove noise using an 

output filter. 

(5) Output Filter 

The LC filter is used to filter out the high-frequency harmonics from the rectified AC 

voltage to produce a substantial DC voltage at the output. It also provides a nearly ripple-

free DC voltage at the load.  

2.2 Operation of the Converter 

The operation of the inverter produces a high-frequency square-wave voltage (vs) of magnitude Vi 

at the input of the resonant circuit. Similarly, the operation of the output rectifier produces a square 

wave of current (ip) with magnitude Io at the output of the resonant circuit. The equivalent circuit 

of the converter with the two square-wave waveforms across the resonant circuit is shown in Figure 

2-2. The output from the full-bridge inverter is represented using voltage source (vs) and the current 

passing through the primary side of the transformer is given by a current source (ip). The resonant 

current following in the tank is given by is and the voltage across the parallel capacitor is given by 

vp. 
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Figure 2-2: Equivalent circuit of the converter. 

Figure 2-3 shows generalized waveforms of the converter in which the inverter output voltage 

waveform (vs) and the reflected output current (ip) have a phase difference of an angle Ø. The 

voltage across the parallel capacitor is given by vp and it also has a phase shift of angle Ø with 

respect to vs. So, it is evident that ip and vp are in phase, whereas is has a phase shift of an angle α 

with respect to vs. 
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Figure 2-3: Generalized waveforms of the converter. 

Based on the conduction of two diagonal switches, the converter can be operated in either positive or negative cycle. 

2.2.1 Positive cycle 

During this period, switches Q1 and Q3 are conducting and carrying the positive resonant current 

(is). A lagging current is will force the anti-parallel diodes D1 and D3 across the switches to conduct 

before they are turned-on. This allows the zero-voltage-switching (ZVS) operation of the converter.  
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Figure 2-4: Resonant Converter during positive cycle. 

2.2.2 Negative cycle 

During this period, switches Q2 and Q4 are conducting and carrying the negative resonant current 

(is). A lagging current is will force the anti-parallel diodes D2 and D4 across the switches to conduct 

before they are turned-on. This allows the zero-voltage-switching (ZVS) operation of the converter.  

 

Figure 2-5: Resonant Converter during negative cycle. 

2.3 Analysis  

In this section steady-state analysis of the series and parallel tuned resonant converter is presented. 

This analysis is needed to predict the steady-state performance of the variable frequency series and 

parallel tuned resonant converter and to develop necessary equations for this converter. 

2.3.1 Assumptions 

The circuit diagram of the series and parallel tuned resonant converter is shown in Figure 2-1. For 

the purpose of analysis, the following assumptions are made. 

1) MOSFETs and diodes are ideal switches. Therefore, in conducting state the voltage drops 

across them is zero. Further, they have infinite resistance in the blocking state. 

2) The input voltage source is ideal. 

3) The transformer is ideal and has 1:1 turns ratio. 
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4) The losses in capacitors are negligible.  

5) The filter inductor Lf is large enough and the current flowing through it is ripple free. 

2.3.2 Normalization of Circuit Parameters 

The equivalent circuit of the series and parallel tuned resonant converter is presented in this section. 

The circuit parameters are normalized to make the analysis results obtained generally valid over a 

wide range of specified load conditions. Figure 2-6 shows the normalized equivalent circuit. 

In the analysis, the input voltage (Vi) of the converter is chosen as the base voltage. 

 1 p.u. = Vb = Vi volt 

The input of the output circuit of the converter (Figure 2-6), is resistive at the resonance frequency 

and is taken as the base impedance (Ib is the rated current). 

 1 p.u. impedance = Vb/Ib 

 

Figure 2-6: nth equivalent circuit. 

The normalized Quality factor of the series branch can be defined as,  

Qs =
Ls* ω𝑟𝑠

R𝑎𝑐 
 =  

1

Cs* ω𝑟𝑠*R𝑎𝑐
 
𝑝. 𝑢 (2.1) 
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The normalized Quality factor of the parallel branch can be defined as,  

Qp =
Lp* ω𝑟𝑝

R𝑎𝑐 
 =  

1

Cp* ω𝑟𝑝*R
𝑎𝑐

 
𝑝. 𝑢. (2.2) 

The relation between the Quality factor of the series and the parallel branch of the resonant tank is 

defined in the equation below.  

Qp = 𝑘1 ∗ Qs (2.3) 

Here, the resonant frequencies for the series and parallel branch are defined in the equations below: 

ω𝑟𝑠 =
1

√𝐿𝑠𝐶𝑠

(2.4) 

ω𝑟𝑝 =
1

√𝐿𝑝𝐶𝑝

(2.5) 

The relation between the resonant frequencies of series and parallel branch is: 

ω𝑟𝑝 = k2 ∗ ω𝑟𝑠
(2.6) 

If ω𝑜  is the operating frequency of the converter then the normalized operating frequency for the 

of the resonant tank can be expressed as: 

ω𝑠 =
ω𝑜 

ω𝑟𝑠
 𝑝. 𝑢 (2.7) 

The relation between the normalized resonant frequencies of series and parallel branch is: 

ω𝑠 = 𝑘2 ∗ ω𝑝 (2.8) 

Series Impedance of the resonant tank is given by the following equations: 

The impedance of series inductor in terms of operating frequency and series inductance is given 

by: 

Z𝐿𝑠𝑛 = 𝑗𝑛ω𝑜L𝑠 (2.9) 

The series impedance of the inductor is further normalized and calculated by the equation below: 

ZLsn

R𝑎𝑐
= 𝑗𝑛ω𝑜L𝑠 ∗

ω𝑟𝑠

ω𝑟𝑠
∗

1

R𝑎𝑐

(2.10) 
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The normalized equation for series inductor in terms of operating frequency and Quality factor 

while considering complex component is given by: 

Z𝐿𝑠𝑛 = 𝑗𝑛ω𝑠Q
𝑠
 𝑝. 𝑢 (2.11) 

The normalized equation for series inductor in terms of operating frequency and Quality factor with 

real component only is given by: 

|Z𝐿𝑠𝑛| = 𝑛ω𝑠Q
𝑠
 𝑝. 𝑢 (2.12) 

The impedance of series capacitor in terms of operating frequency and series capacitance is given 

by: 

ZCsn = −𝑗
1

𝑛ω𝑜Cs 
(2.13) 

The series impedance of the capacitor is further normalized and calculated by the equation below: 

ZCsn

R𝑎𝑐
= −𝑗

1

𝑛ω𝑜Cs

∗
ω𝑟𝑠

ω𝑟𝑠
∗

1

R𝑎𝑐

(2.14) 

The normalized equation for the series capacitor in terms of operating frequency and Quality factor 

while considering complex component is given by: 

ZCsn = −𝑗
Qs 

𝑛ω𝑠
 𝑝. 𝑢 (2.15) 

The normalized equation for series capacitor in terms of operating frequency and Quality factor 

with real component only is given by: 

|ZCsn| = −
Qs 

𝑛ω𝑠
 𝑝. 𝑢 (2.16) 

The total series impedance while considering complex component of both inductor and capacitor 

is given by: 

Z𝑠𝑛 = Z𝐿𝑠𝑛 + Z𝐶𝑠 𝑝. 𝑢 (2.17) 

The total series impedance while considering the real component only of the series inductor and 

capacitor is given by: 

|𝑍𝑠𝑛| = |𝑍𝐿𝑠𝑛 + 𝑍𝐶𝑠| 𝑝. 𝑢 (2.18) 
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Parallel Impedance of the resonant tank is given by: 

The impedance of parallel inductor in terms of operating frequency and parallel inductance is given 

by: 

Z𝐿𝑝𝑛 = 𝑗𝑛ω𝑜L𝑝 (2.19) 

The parallel impedance of the inductor is further normalized and calculated by the equation below: 

ZLpn

R𝑎𝑐
= 𝑗𝑛ω𝑜L𝑝 ∗

ω𝑟𝑝

ω𝑟𝑝
∗

1

R𝑎𝑐

(2.20) 

The normalized equation for parallel inductor in terms of operating frequency and Quality factor 

while considering complex component is given by: 

Z𝐿𝑝𝑛 = 𝑗𝑛ω𝑝Q
𝑝

 𝑝. 𝑢 (2.21) 

The normalized equation for parallel inductor in terms of operating frequency and Quality factor 

with real component only is given by: 

|Z𝐿𝑝𝑛| = 𝑛ω𝑝Q
𝑝

 𝑝. 𝑢 (2.22) 

The impedance of parallel capacitor in terms of operating frequency and parallel capacitance is 

given by: 

ZCpn = −𝑗
1

𝑛ω𝑝Cp 
 𝑝. 𝑢 (2.23) 

The series impedance of the capacitor is further normalized and calculated by the equation below: 

ZCpn

R𝑎𝑐
= −𝑗

1

𝑛ω𝑜Cp

∗
ω𝑟𝑝

ω𝑟𝑝
∗

1

R𝑎𝑐

(2.24) 

The normalized equation for the parallel capacitor in terms of operating frequency and Quality 

factor while considering complex component is given by: 

ZCpn = −𝑗
Qp

𝑛ω𝑝
 𝑝. 𝑢 (2.25) 
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The normalized equation for the parallel capacitor in terms of operating frequency and Quality 

factor with real component only is given by: 

|ZCpn| = −
Qp

𝑛ω𝑝
 𝑝. 𝑢 (2.26) 

The total parallel impedance while considering complex component of both inductor and capacitor 

is given by: 

Zpn =  
j ZLpn * j ZCpn

j(ZLpn  + ZCpn) 
(2.27) 

The total series impedance while considering the real component only of the series inductor and 

capacitor is given by: 

|Zpn | =  
|ZLpn * ZCpn|

|ZLpn  + ZCpn|
(2.28) 

Total Impedance of the resonant tank is given by: 

The total impedance while considering complex component of both inductor and capacitor is given 

by: 

Z𝑖𝑛 = Z𝑠𝑛 + Z𝑝𝑛 𝑝. 𝑢 (2.29) 

The total impedance of the resonant tank while considering the real component only of the series 

inductor and capacitor is given by: 

|Z𝑖𝑛| = |Z𝑠𝑛 + Z𝑝𝑛| 𝑝. 𝑢 (2.30) 

Note: Here, |Z𝐿𝑠𝑛|, |Z𝐶𝑠𝑛|, |Z𝐿𝑝𝑛|, |Z𝐶𝑝𝑛|, |Z𝑠𝑛|, |Z𝑝𝑛| and |Z𝑖𝑛| denotes real values of the 

impedances which can be either positive or negative. 

2.3.3 Resonant Tank Input and Output Source Expressions 

The expressions for the two sources of the equivalent circuit in Figure 2-7 needs to be derived. A 

Fourier series expression can be written for both sources. The input of the converter has a voltage 

source(vs) and another source is represented by a current source (ip). 
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Figure 2-7: Input voltage source (vs) and output voltage source (𝒊p) for the resonant tank. 

 

1. Expression for input voltage source (vs) 

The nth harmonic output voltage of the full-bridge inverter is given by: 

vsn =
4Vi sin(nω𝑠𝑡) 

𝑛𝜋
(2.31) 

2. Expression for output current source (ip) 

 The nth harmonic current of the transformer is given by: 

ipn =
4Io sin(nω𝑠𝑡- nØ) 

𝑛𝜋
(2.32) 

Here, the angle Ø is the phase shift between vs and ip due to the resonant tank. 
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2.3.4 Series Resonant Current and Parallel Capacitor Voltage Expressions 

In this section, the expressions for the output voltage, voltage across the parallel capacitor in the 

resonant tank, the current through series resonant tank, current through the primary side of the 

transformer, and output current i.e., current through load resistor are obtained. 

The principle of superposition is applied to obtain various voltage and currents in the circuit. 

Case I: Considering the input voltage source (vsn) 

 

Figure 2-8: nth harmonic equivalent circuit for Superposition with Input Voltage (vpn) source only. 

 

The resonant current is1  and output voltage across parallel impedance vp1 is given by: 

is1n =
vsn  

Zin

 = −𝑗
vsn  

|Zin|
 (2.33) 

is1n =  −  
 4Vi cos(nω𝑠𝑡) 

n𝜋|Zin| 
(2.34) 

vp1 = vsn *

Zpn

Zin
 = vsn

j|Zpn|

𝑗|Zin|
(2.35) 

vp1 = =    
 4Vi|Zpn|sin(nω𝑠𝑡) 

n𝜋|Zin| 
(2.36) 
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Case II: Considering the output current source (ipn) 

 

Figure 2-9: nth harmonic equivalent circuit for Superposition with Output Current current(ipn) only. 

The resonant current is2  and output voltage across parallel impedance vp2 is given by: 

is2n = ipn

Zpn

Zin

 = ipn

j|Zpn|

j|Zin|
(2.37) 

is2n = +
 4Io|Zpn|sin(nω𝑠𝑡- nØ)

n𝜋 |Zin| 
(2.38) 

vs2 = ipn

Zsn. Zpn

Zin

 =  ipn

j|Zsn|j| Zpn|

j|Zin|
(2.39) 

vs2 = −
 4Io |Zsn||Zpn|cos(nω𝑠𝑡 - nØ) 

n𝜋 |Zin| 
(2.40) 

The equations below represent the nth harmonic output voltage of the full-bridge inverter (vsn), 

primary current of the transformer (ipn), resonant current of the series resonant circuit (isn), and the 

voltage across the parallel resonant capacitor (vpn). 

The nth harmonic output voltage of the full-bridge converter is given by: 

vsn =
4Vi sin(nω𝑠𝑡) 

𝑛𝜋
(2.41) 
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The nth harmonic current of the transformer is given by: 

ipn =
4Iosin(nω𝑠𝑡- nØ) 

𝑛𝜋
(2.42) 

The nth harmonic resonant current of the circuit is given by: 

i𝑠𝑛 = i𝑠1 + i𝑠2 (2.43) 

isn =  −
 4Vicos(nω𝑠𝑡) 

n𝜋|Zin|
+

 4Io |Zpn|sin(nω𝑠𝑡 - nØ) 

n𝜋 |Zin|
(2.44) 

The nth harmonic voltage across the parallel capacitor is given by: 

v𝑝𝑛 = v𝑠1 + v𝑠2 (2.45) 

v𝑝𝑛 =  
 4Vi |Zpn|sin(nω𝑠𝑡) 

n𝜋|Zin|
−

 4Io|Zsn| |Zpn|cos(nω𝑠𝑡 - nØ) 

n𝜋|Zin| 
(2.46) 

The output voltage vs, of the full-bridge, resonant current is, parallel voltage vp, and primary current 

ip, are expressed by: 

v𝑠 = ∑ (v𝑠𝑛)

∞

𝑛 = 1,2,..

(2.47) 

i𝑠 = ∑ (i𝑠𝑛)

∞

𝑛 = 1,2,..

(2.48) 

v𝑝 = ∑ (v𝑝𝑛)

∞

𝑛 = 1,2,..

(2.49) 

i𝑝 = ∑ (i𝑝𝑛)

∞

𝑛 = 1,2,..

(2.50) 
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2.3.5 Determining the value of angle Ø   

The Newton - Raphson iterative method will be used for obtaining the value of Ø. The parallel 

voltage vp (Equation 2.46) goes to 0 at ω𝑠𝑡 = Ø, so the equation for vp can be written as; 

 4Vi |Zpn|sin(nØ) 

n𝜋|Zin| 
 =

 4Io |Zsn||Zpn| 

n𝜋 |Zin| 
(2.51) 

The input power of the converter is given by the following equations: 

Pin =
 2√2Vi 

n𝜋|Zin| 
∗

 4Io |Zpn| 

n𝜋 |Zin| 
∗ 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝑛Ø) (2.52) 

Pin =
 8Vi Io |Zpn|cos(nØ) 

n2π2 |Zin| 
(2.53) 

The total input power with harmonics is given by: 

Pi = ∑ (Pin)

∞

𝑛=1,3,..

(2.54) 

The output power of the converter is given by the following equation: 

Po = 𝐼𝑜
2Rl (2.55) 

Setting input power equals the output power, 

∑ (
 |Zpn|sin(nØ) 

nπ|Zin| 
 )

∞

𝑛=1,3,..

=
 Io 

Vi 
∑ (

 |Zpn ||Zsn| 

nπ|Zin| 
 )

∞

𝑛=1,3,..

(2.56) 

 Io 

Vi 
=

 8 

π2 𝑅l

∑ (
 |Zpn|cos(nØ) 

n2 |Zin| 
 )

∞

𝑛=1,3,..

(2.57) 
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The angle Ø can be obtained by solving this equation by Newton’s iterative method, 

∑ (
(Zpnsin(nØ))

(n𝜋 |Zin|)
)

∞

𝑛=1,3,..

    − (
(8)

(𝜋2𝑅𝑙  )
) ∑ (

(|Zpn|cos(nØ))

(𝑛2|Zin| )(n𝜋 |Zin|)
) 

∞

𝑛=1,3,..

∗ ∑ (
(|Zpn||Zsn|)

(n𝜋 |Zin|)
) =  0

∞

𝑛=1,3,..

                                                                                      (2.58) 

2.3.6 Determining the value of output current (Io) 

The output current (𝐼𝑜) is given by the equation below, it is derived from equation 2.56. 

𝐼𝑜 =
 8𝑉𝑖  

π2𝑅𝑙  
∑ (

 |Zpn|cos(nØ) 

n2 |Zin| 
 ) 

∞

𝑛=1,3,..

(2.59) 

2.3.7 Calculating the delay angle (α) 

The delay angle can be calculated when isn goes 0. So, the following expression can be obtained 

after substituting ω𝑠𝑡 = α in the equation for isn. 

So the equation for is can be rewritten as:  

0 =  −
 4Vi cos(nα) 

n𝜋|Zin| 
+

 4Io |Zpn|sin(nα - nØ) 

n𝜋 |Zin| 
(2.60) 

Hence, the value of α can be obtained from the equation above. 

2.3.8 Determining the value of output Voltage (Vo) 

The output voltage of the converter can be obtained by using equation for vpn, 

vpn  = 
 4Vi  |Zpn|sin(nω𝑠𝑡) 

n𝜋|Zin| 
 −

 4Io |Zsn||Zpn|cos(nω𝑠𝑡 - nØ) 

n𝜋 |Zin| 
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Cs  = √As
2 + Bs

2 (2.61) 

Von =  
 2Cs  

n𝜋  
(2.62) 

𝑉𝑜 = ∑ (V𝑜𝑛)

∞

𝑛 = 1,2,..

(2.63) 

Therefore, the output can be obtained by the above equation. 

2.4 Performance of the Converter 

In this section, the expressions for the RMS values of the output voltage across the load resistor, 

the input resonant current, output power of the converter, and available turn-off time are obtained 

by using the expressions derived in the previous section. The RMS quantities are defined to obtain 

the performance graphs of the converters. 

2.4.1 RMS output Voltage the converter 

The RMS value for the output voltage of the converter, by using Equation 2.61, is given by: 

Vpn =  
 Cs  

√2 
(2.64) 

Vorms = √ ∑ (Vpn
2)

∞

𝑛=1,3,..

(2.65) 

Here, 

X1 =
 4Vi |Zpn| 

n𝜋|Zin| 
 

 X2 =
 4Io |Zsn||Zpn| 

n𝜋 |Zin| 
 

As = X1 – X2sin(𝛽𝑛)  

Bs  = X2cos(𝛽𝑛)  
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Therefore, the RMS voltage can be obtained by the above equation. 

2.4.2 RMS input current of the converter  

The RMS value for input current of the converter, by using equation 2.48 for the resonant current, 

is given by: 

isn =  −
 4Vi cos(nω𝑠𝑡) 

n𝜋|Zin| 
+

 4Io |Zpn|sin(nω𝑠𝑡 - nØ) 

n𝜋 |Zin| 
 

 

Bn =   −  
 4Vi  

n𝜋|Zin| 
+

 4Io |Zpn|sin(nØ) 

n𝜋 |Zin| 
 

An =
 4Io |Zpn|cos(nØ) 

n𝜋 |Zin| 
 

is = ∑(isn)

∞

𝑛=1

 

 

Cn   =  √An
2 + Bn

2
 

isn =  Cn sin(nω𝑜𝑡 - 𝛾𝑛) (2.66) 

Isn =  
 Cn  

√2  
(2.67) 

Hence, the total RMS value for current is given by: 

Isrms  =  √  ∑ (𝐼sn
2)

∞

𝑛=1,3,..

(2.68) 

2.4.3 RMS voltage across the series inductor (Vls)  

The RMS value for voltage across the series inductor can be obtained by the following equation:  

Vls = Isn * |ZLs| 
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𝑉Lsrms = √  ∑ ((Isn *ZLs )2)

∞

𝑛=1,3,..

(2.69) 

2.4.4 RMS voltage across the series capacitor (Vcs) 

The RMS value for voltage across the parallel inductor can be obtained by the following equation:  

VCsn= Isn *|ZCs| 

VCsrms = √  ∑ ((Isn *ZCs )2)

∞

𝑛=1,3,..

(2.70) 

2.4.5 RMS current through the parallel inductor (Ilp)  

The RMS value for current through the parallel inductor can be obtained by the following 

equation: 

ILpn = Vpn /|ZLp| 

ILprms =√ ∑ ((
Vpn 

 |ZLp| 
)

2

)

∞

𝑛=1,3,..

(2.71) 

2.4.6 RMS current through the parallel capacitor (Icp) 

The RMS value for current through the parallel capacitor can be obtained by the following 

equation: 

ICpn = Vpn/|ZCs| 

ICprms=√ ∑ ((
Vpn 

 |ZCp| 
)

2

)

∞

𝑛=1,3,..

(2.72) 

2.4.7 The output power of the converter 

The output power of the converter is given by the following equation: 

Po  =
𝑉𝑜

2
  

Rl 

(2.73) 
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2.4.8 Voltage Gain (Vo/Vi) 

The voltage Gain of the converter is given by the ratio of output voltage to the input voltage of 

the converter. 

Voltage Gain =
 Vo (Output Voltage)  

Vi  (Input Voltage) 

(2.74) 

2.4.9 Switch Conduction Loss Index 

For a given input and output voltages, given output power to the load can be supplied by controlling 

the operating frequency, and the pulse-width angle. How much power will be drawn from the input, 

however, also depends on the selection of various resonant components. One of the main design 

objectives is to minimize the power loss in the converter. In the resonant converters, it is possible 

to eliminate or significantly reduce the switching losses by turning on and off the switches under 

ZVS. Therefore, the main source of the losses is the conduction losses in the switches. In order to 

study the performance of the converter that allows the minimization of the conduction losses, a 

‘Loss Index (LI)’ is defined in this section. Loss index is a measure of the conduction loss in each 

switch. The loss index is given by:  

LI =
𝐼𝑠𝑅𝑀𝑆

2  p.u.

Po  p.u.
(2.75) 

The switch conduction loss for given output power is given by: 

𝑆𝑤𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 = 𝐿𝐼 ∗ 𝑅𝑑𝑠(𝑂𝑁)   𝑝. 𝑢. (2.76)   

Where, 𝑅𝑑𝑠(𝑂𝑁) is the per-unit on-resistance of the switch.  

2.5 Analytical Results 

The performance of the series and parallel tuned resonant converter can be studied using the 

equivalent circuit of the converter given in Figure 2-6 and the analysis carried out in section 2.3. 

The performance graphs provide voltage gain (Vo/Vi), conduction losses, and delay angle (α) for 

operating frequency range starting from 50kHz up to 150kHz. The first 99 harmonics are taken into 
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consideration in providing the results.  Equations describing the resonant tank currents and voltages 

are given in equations from (2.73) to (2.76) which are graphically represented by plotting in 

MATLAB. 

2.5.1 Selection of Quality factor (Qs) and range of operation (ω𝐬) 

Figure 2-10 (a) below illustrates the graphs for Gain (Vo/Vi) for various values of Qs varying from 

0.5 to 4. It is observed that with the increase in value of Qs, the gain decreases. Also, the gain is 

almost double for Qs = 0.5 as compared to Qs = 1. When Qs increase from 1 to 4, there is a gradual 

drop in the gain. These observations are more pronounced in the series resonant frequency varying 

from 140 kHz – 180 kHz. Hence, the operating frequency of the converter can be varied to achieve 

the desired output voltage.  

A similar trend is observed for the gain of the converter when k2 is 2 in Figure 2-9(b). It is noticeable 

that the voltage gain is significantly higher as compared to the previous case. But the frequency 

range in which gain is high is lesser.  

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 2-10: Gain (V0 /Vi) vs. normalized switching frequency (ω𝑠) for various Qs (a) k1 = 1, k2 = 1 (b)k1 = 2, k2 =1. 

Figure 2-11 illustrates the behavior for conduction losses of the converter for various values of Qs. 

It is observed that the losses are minimum at the resonant point i.e. when ω𝑠 =1. As the operating 

point of the converter moves further from the resonant point, the losses start to increase. There is a 

Gain vs.  ω𝐬 Gain vs.  ω𝐬 
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dramatic increase in losses for Qs = 0.5 as compared to other values of Qs. Therefore, it is not 

efficient to operate the converter when Qs is 0.5.  

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 2-11: Phase angle (ϕ) vs. normalized switching frequency (ω𝑠) for various Qs (a) k1 = 1, k2 = 1 (b)k1 = 2, k2 =1. 

 

Figure 2-12 illustrates the graph of angle  for various values of Qs varying from 0.5 to 4. When 

the value of  goes to negative, the waveform of is is leading the waveform of vs. This prohibits the 

converter to achieve ZVS at those operating points. When the value of  is around 90 degrees, ZVS 

is certainly achieved for all the given conditions. Here, for Qs = 0.5,  is negative for a wide range 

of operating frequency (ωs = 1.1 to 1.5). For Qs =1  is negative for a very narrow range, this makes 

the operation of the converter more efficient. For higher values of Qs, the converter cannot be 

operated for ωs<1.1. Thus, Qs = 1, allows the maximum control of the gain while achieving ZVS. 

 

 

 

 

 

Loss Index vs.  ω𝐬 Loss Index vs.  ω𝐬 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 2-12: Delay angle (α) vs. normalized switching frequency (ω𝑠) for various Qs (a) k1 = 1, k2 = 1 (b)k1 = 2, k2 =1. 

2.5.2 Performance for various load conditions 

This section describes the performance of the converter for various load conditions. As observed 

in the above section, the optimal value for the converter to achieve maximum gain while achieving 

ZVS and ensuring minimum losses is when Qs = Qp = 1. 

 

1) Full load condition, at RL=1 

In order to ensure the zero-voltage switching in both regions, the converter needs to operate 

where the value of  is positive. It is seen from Figure 2-13 that both the regions have a limited 

voltage range with variable operating frequency. The converter can be operated in 2 regions to 

vary the output voltage: one is region 1, where the operating frequency is from 65kHz to 90kHz 

and the output voltage can be varied from 0.85 to 1 V (p.u.). Another option is by operating the 

converter in region 2, where the operating frequency range is from 138kHz to 175kHz and the 

output voltage can be varied from 0.85 to 1.2 V (p.u.). However, it is beneficial to operate the 

converter in region 1 as the conduction losses are very less. 

 

 

α vs.  ω𝐬 α vs.  ω𝐬 
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Figure 2-13: Performance of the converter at Rl = 1. 

2) Partial load condition, at RL = 2  

When the load is reduced to RL = 2, a similar trend is observed in this case as well. But in 

this case, the NZVS region is wider, as a result, the operating regions are narrower. The 

voltage gain is about 4 times higher in this case, so output voltage can be boosted more 

when the load decreases. Here, the converter can be operated in 2 regions to vary the output 

voltage: one is region 1, where the operating frequency is from 61kHz to 90kHz, and the 

output voltage can be varied from 0.95 to 4 V (p.u.). Another option is by operating the 

converter in region 2, where the operating frequency range is from 160kHz to 190kHz, and 

the output voltage can be varied from 0.95 to 4 V (p.u.).  

 

Output Voltage (V
o
), Loss Index (LI), and Control (α) vs. Operating frequency (ω𝒔)  
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Figure 2-14: Performance of the converter at Rl = 2. 

3) Light load condition, at RL = 5 

For very light load, the NZVS region increases even further which leaves with the lesser 

operating region as compared to the full load condition. Here, the output voltage can be 

boosted up to 1.5 times, but the losses are considerably higher in this case. The converter 

can be operated in 2 regions to vary the output voltage: one is region 1, where the operating 

frequency is from 61kHz to 81 kHz and the output voltage can be varied from 0 to 1.6 V 

(p.u.). Another option is by operating the converter in region 2, where the operating 

frequency range is from 162kHz to 190 kHz and the output voltage can be varied from 0 

to 2.4 V (p.u.). However, it is beneficial to operate the converter in phase 1 as the 

conduction losses are very less. 

Output Voltage (V
o
), Loss Index (LI), and Control (α) vs. Operating frequency (ω𝐬)  
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Figure 2-15: Performance of the converter at Rl = 5. 

 

2.5.3 VFM Time-varying waveforms 

The optimal values for operating the converter are determined in the above section. So, taking the 

values Qs  and Qp at 1 (k1 = 1), Vi = 1, and RL = 1, the time-varying graphs are plotted for the 

following conditions of operating resonant frequency: 

1) ω𝐬 <1: Below resonance 

In this mode, the operating frequency is less than the resonant frequency. The waveforms 

shown in Figure 2-16 is for ω𝑠 = 0.75. It is observed that the series resonant current (is) is 

lagging the input voltage (vs) waveform, resulting in ZVS at that resonance condition. The 

primary current (ip) of the transformer and the parallel capacitor voltage (vp) is leading the 

input voltage. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Output Voltage (V
o
), Loss Index (LI), and Control (α) vs. Operating frequency (ω𝐬)  
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 2-16: Time varying waveforms for vs, is, vp and ip at at ωs= 0.75 when (a) Qs = 1 and Qp = 1 (b) Qs = 1 and Qp = 

0.5. 

2) ω𝐬 = 1: At resonance 

In this mode, the operating frequency is less than the series resonant frequency. The 

waveforms shown in Figure 2-17 is for ω𝑠 = 1 i.e., at resonance. Similar trend is observed 

in this case as well, i.e series resonant current is lagging with respect to the input voltage 

(vs) resulting in ZVS at that resonant frequency. The primary current (ip) of the transformer 

and the parallel capacitor voltage (vp) is still leading the input voltage. Though the phase 

difference has comparatively decreased as compared to the previous case. 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 2-17: Time varying waveforms for vs, is, vp and ip at at ωs= 1 when (a) Qs = 1 and Qp = 1 (b) Qs = 1 and Qp = 

0.5. 
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3) ω𝐬>1: Above resonance 

In this mode, the operating frequency is greater than the series resonant frequency. The 

waveforms shown in Figure 2-18 is for ω𝑠 = 1.5. the waveform for series resonant 

currents exhibits a similar trend as seen in the previous cases. However, the waveforms of 

primary current (ip) and parallel capacitor voltage (vp) show quite a contrary trend, i.e., 

they are lagging.  

   

 
 

(a) 

     

 
(b) 

Figure 2-18: Time varying waveforms for vs, is, vp and ip at at ωs= 1.5 when (a) Qs = 1 and Qp = 1 (b) Qs = 1 and Qp = 

0.5. 

 

2.6 Verification of Analysis 

In this section, the analytical results which were obtained in section 2.4 will be verified by using 

the results obtained from the simulation tool - PSIM and the experimental prototype of the 

converter. All the results obtained in this section are for verification purposes, so the 

configuration and condition for operation are kept like the analysis. 
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2.6.1 PSIM Simulation Results 

The results for PSIM Simulation were verified by keeping the parameters same, i.e., Quality 

factor for series and parallel branch was maintained unity (Qs = Qp = 1). Table 2 highlights the 

parameters of the circuit while obtaining the results from PSIM. The results from PSIM were 

obtained for 3 cases depending on their operating frequencies. 

Table 2: Component values for PSIM Simulation. 

Component Value 

Source Voltage (Vi) 1 

MOSFETs (Q1 – Q4) Ideal 

Series Resonant Inductor (Ls) 1.6 μH 

Series Resonant Capacitor (Cs) 1.6 μF 

Series Resonant Inductor (Lp) 1.6 μH 

Parallel Resonant Capacitor (Cp) 1.6 μF 

Transformer (n:1) Ideal 1:1 

Rectifier diodes (D1 – D4) Ideal 

Filter Inductor (Lf) 0.5 mH 

Filter Capacitor (Cf) 60 μF 

Load Resistor (Rl) 1 

 

1) ω𝐬 <1: Below resonance 

PSIM results after operating the converter at 75 kHz are shown below. The results obtained 

are similar to the analytical graphs for this condition. It is evident that ZVS is obtained in 

both the cases. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 2-19: PSIM Simulation result for vs, is, vp and ip at at ωs= 0.75 when (a) Qs = 1 and Qp = 1 (b) Qs = 1 and Qp = 

0.5. 

 

2) ω𝐬 = 1: At resonance 

In this case, the PSIM results are shown when the converter is operated at resonance 

point i.e., at 100 kHz. The results confirm that ZVS is attained in both cases. 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 2-20: PSIM Simulation result for vs, is, vp and ip at at ωs= 1 when (a) Qs = 1 and Qp = 1 (b) Qs = 1 and Qp = 0.5. 

 

3) ω𝐬 >1: Above resonance 

After operating the converter at 150 kHz, ZVS is attained in both cases. The results match 

the analytical results. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

 

Figure 2-21: PSIM Simulation result for vs, is, vp and ip at at ωs= 1.5 when (a) Qs = 1 and Qp = 1 (b) Qs = 1 and Qp = 

0.5. 

Comparison of the circuit waveforms obtained from the analysis and PSIM simulation shows a 

close agreement and thus confirms the validity of the analysis performed in this chapter. 

2.6.2 Experimental Results 

For verifying the results obtained from analytical and PSIM simulation, a similar prototype was 

built for the converter. Here, the component values for designing the converter were selected to 

maintain the Quality factor of the series and parallel branch at unity (Qs and Qp = 1). Table 3 shows 

the component value selected for building the prototype. 

To verify the proof-of-concept of the converter, a breadboard was built in the laboratory. Table 3 

shows the input voltage and current waveforms for the breadboard converter, with Vi = 30 V ac 

(RMS), and ωo = 20 kHz. 

 

Table 3: Component values for converter prototype. 

Component Value 

Source Voltage (Vi) 30 

MOSFETs (Q1 – Q4) Ideal 

Series Resonant Inductor (Ls) 1.6 μH 

Series Resonant Capacitor 

(Cs) 

1.6 μF 
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Series Resonant Inductor (Lp) 1.6 μH 

Parallel Resonant Capacitor 

(Cp) 

1.6 μF 

Transformer (n:1) 4.6 

Rectifier diodes (D1 – D4) Ideal 

Filter Inductor (Lf) 5 μH 

Filter Capacitor (Cf) 1000μF 

 

The Experimental results for VFM above resonance condition is given the figure below: 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2-22: Experimental waveforms under VFM [Vi = 30V, Vo = 380V, Po = 32W, fs = 266kHz, ωs = 2.12 Q = 1, k1 

= 1] [C1: vp:: 20A/div, C2: vs: 20V/div, C3: is: 50A/div]. 

 

Table 4: Normalized analytical results under phase shift modulation [k = 1.0, Q = 1, ωs = 1.4, δ = 90°]. 

Analysis Method Vo (volt) Ø(rad) α(rad) 

Analytical 30 0.66 0.40 

PSIM 30 0.67 0.37 

Experimental 30 0.63 0.39 
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2.7 Summary 

In this chapter, operation of the converter, frequency-domain modeling, and analysis was carried 

out. The performance graphs for voltage gain (Vo/Vi), conduction loss/output power, and the phase 

angle (α) were plotted for different values of Qs as a function of the operating frequency to study 

the behavior of the converter. The following observations are made by observing the performance 

graphs of the converter: 

1) Depending upon the value of Q, there are multiple peaks for the voltage gain (Vo/Vi) as a 

function of the operating frequency (ω𝑠).  

2) The conduction loss for given output power is low when the converter is operated close to 

the resonant frequency. 

3) The phase angle () between the bridge output voltage (vs) and the series resonant current 

(is) can be positive or negative depending on the operating frequency. A positive phase 

angle is desired because it provides ZVS for the inverter switches.  

4) The voltage gain of the converter can be controlled by simply varying the operating 

frequency within the ZVS region. 

5) The voltage gain of the converter decreases from light-load to full-load. This means that 

the converter can regulate the output voltage against the widely varying output load. 

However, the input voltage range is limited because of the lower voltage gain of the 

converter at full load. 
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Chapter 3 

Hybrid Modulation of the Series and Parallel Tuned Resonant 

Converter 

The variable frequency modulation of the series and parallel tuned resonant converter in Chapter 2 

has shown that the converter can provide better control against the input voltage control than the 

fixed frequency modulation [3] by ‘jumping’ the operating frequency from one region to another. 

The range of input voltage control can be extended further by employing variable pulse-width 

modulation in addition to the frequency variation. As taught in [8], the variable pulse-width can be 

obtained by employing the phase-shift modulation (PSM). The combined variation of pulse-width 

and frequency is termed here as ‘hybrid modulation’ or ‘hybrid control’. This chapter presents the 

modelling, analysis, and performance of the converter with hybrid modulation.  

In Section 3.1, the basic operation of the series and parallel tunned resonant converter PSM is 

explained. 

In Section 3.2, the analysis is carried out to study the performance of the converter with PSM. 

In Section 3.3, all the calculations used for obtaining the analytical results are derived.  

In Section 3.4, the analytical graphs generated in MATLAB are explained and conclusions are 

drawn based on the results obtained.  

In Section 3.5, the analysis is verified using PSIM Simulation and experimental results. 

In Section 3.6, all the results obtained after operating the converter for a constant frequency - PSM 

are summarized. 
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3.1 Series and Parallel Tuned Resonant Converter PSM Operation 

The converter is operated with PSM by varying the pulse width angle of the quasi-square voltage 

(vs) of the inverter. The voltage vs, when applied at the input of the resonant circuit, produces a 

current (is) through the series branch. There is a phase difference of angle  between the input 

voltage (vs) and the resonant current (is). To operate the converter with ZVS is should be lagging vs, 

and its zero current crossings should happen within the pulse-width (). To obtain ZVS, the 

following constraint should be satisfied:  

δ ≥ (π - 2) 

 

Figure 3-1: Series and Parallel Tuned Resonant Converter equivalent circuit for VFM, PSM, and hybrid. 

 

The generalized waveforms for Variable Frequency Modulation, Phase Shift Modulation, and 

Hybrid Modulation of the converter are shown in Figure 3-2. 
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Figure 3-2: General waveforms of the resonant converter for the hybrid modulation. 

3.2 Analysis 

In this section, the steady-state analysis of the series and parallel tuned resonant converter is 

extended to include PSM. This analysis can be applied to VFM, PSM, or hybrid techniques to 

operate the converter. 
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Figure 3-3: nth Harmonic Equivalent Circuit of the Converter. 

3.2.1 Assumptions 

The circuit diagram of the series and parallel tuned resonant converter is shown in Figure 3-1. For 

the purpose of analysis, the following assumptions are made. 

1) MOSFET and diodes are ideal switches. Therefore, in conducting state the voltage drops 

across them is zero. Furthermore, they have infinite resistance in the blocking state. 

2) The input voltage source is ideal. 

3) The transformer is ideal and has 1:1 turns ratio. 

4) The losses in capacitors are negligible.  

5) The filter inductor Lf is large enough and the current flowing through it is ripple free. 
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3.2.2 Resonant Tank Input and Output Source Expressions 

Using the voltage and current waveforms of Figure 3-3, the following expressions are derived.  

 

Figure 3-4: Input voltage source (vs) and output voltage source (𝒊p) for the resonant tank. 

1. Expression for input voltage source (vs) 

The nth harmonic output voltage of the full-bridge inverter is given by: 

vsn =
4Vi sin(n𝜔𝑠𝑡)sin(nπ/2)sin(nδ/2) 

𝑛𝜋
(3.1) 

2. Expression for output current source (ip) 

 The nth harmonic current of the transformer is given by: 

ipn =
4Io sin(n𝜔𝑠𝑡- nØ) 

𝑛𝜋
(3.2) 

Here, the angle Ø is the phase-shift between vs and ip due to the effect of the resonant circuit. 
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3.2.3 Series Resonant Current and Parallel Capacitor Voltage Expressions 

In this section, the expressions for the output voltage, voltage across the parallel capacitor in the 

resonant tank, the current through series resonant tank, the current through the primary side of the 

transformer and output current i.e. current through load resistor is obtained. 

The principle of superposition is applied to obtain various voltage and currents in the circuit. 

Case I: Considering the input voltage source (vsn) 

 

 

Figure 3-5: nth harmonic equivalent circuit for Superposition with Input Voltage (vpn) source only. 

The resonant current is1  and output voltage across parallel impedance vp1 is given by; 

is1n =
vsn  

Zin

 = −𝑗
vsn  

|Zin|
 (3.3) 

is1n =  −  
 4Visin(nπ/2)sin(nδ/2)cos(nω𝑠𝑡) 

n𝜋|Zin| 
(3.4) 

vp1 = vsn *

Zpn

Zin
 = vsn

j|Zpn|

𝑗|Zin|
(3.5) 

is1n =  −  
 4Visin(nπ/2)sin(nδ/2)cos(nω𝑠𝑡) 

n𝜋|Zin| 
(3.6) 
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Case II: Considering the output current source (ipn) 

 

Figure 3-6: nth harmonic equivalent circuit for Superposition with Output Current (ipn) only. 

The resonant current is2 and output voltage across parallel impedance vp2 is given by: 

is2n = ipn

Zpn

Zin

 = ipn

j|Zpn|

j|Zin|
(3.7) 

is2n = +
 4Io|Zpn|sin(n𝜔𝑠𝑡- nØ)

n𝜋 |Zin| 
(3.8) 

vs2 = ipn

Zsn. Zpn

Zin

 =  ipn

j|Zsn|j.| Zpn|

j|Zin|
(3.9) 

vs2 = −
 4Io |Zsn||Zpn|cos(n𝜔𝑠𝑡 - nØ) 

n𝜋 |Zin| 
(3.10) 

The equations below represent the nth harmonic output voltage of the full-bridge inverter (vsn), 

primary current of the transformer (ipn), resonant current of the series resonant circuit (isn), and the 

voltage across the parallel resonant capacitor (vpn). 

The nth harmonic output voltage of the full-bridge converter is given by: 

vsn =
4Visin(n𝜔𝑠𝑡)sin(nπ/2)sin(nδ/2) 

𝑛𝜋
(3.11) 
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The nth harmonic current of the transformer is given by: 

ipn =
4Io sin(n𝜔𝑠𝑡- nØ) 

𝑛𝜋
(3.12) 

The nth harmonic resonant current of the circuit is given by: 

i𝑠𝑛 = i𝑠1 + i𝑠2 (3.13) 

isn =  −
 4Visin(nπ/2)sin(nδ/2) cos(n𝜔𝑠𝑡) 

n𝜋|Zin| 
+

 4Io |Zpn|sin(n𝜔𝑠𝑡 - nØ) 

n𝜋 |Zin| 
(3.14) 

The nth harmonic voltage across the parallel capacitor is given by: 

v𝑝𝑛 = v𝑠1 + v𝑠2 (3.15) 

vpn =  
 4Vi|Zpn|sin(nπ/2)sin(nδ/2)sin(n𝜔𝑠𝑡) 

n𝜋|Zin| 
−

 4Io |Zsn||Zpn|cos(n𝜔𝑠𝑡 - nØ) 

n𝜋 |Zin| 
(3.16) 

The output voltage vs, of the full-bridge, resonant current is, parallel voltage vp, and primary current 

ip, are expressed by: 

v𝑠 = ∑ (v𝑠𝑛)

∞

𝑛 = 1,2,..

(3.17) 

i𝑠 = ∑ (i𝑠𝑛)

∞

𝑛 = 1,2,..

(3.18) 

v𝑝 = ∑ (v𝑝𝑛)

∞

𝑛 = 1,2,..

(3.19) 

i𝑝 = ∑ (i𝑝𝑛)

∞

𝑛 = 1,2,..

(3.20) 

3.2.4 Determining the value of angle Ø   

The Newton- Raphson iterative method will be used for obtaining the value of Ø. The parallel 

voltage vpn (equation 3.16) goes to 0 at 𝜔𝑠t = Ø, so the equation for vpn can be written as: 

 4Vi |Zpn|sin(nπ/2)sin(nδ/2)sin(nØ) 

n𝜋|Zin| 
 =

 4Io |Zsn||Zpn| 

n𝜋 |Zin| 
(3.21) 
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The input power of the converter is given by the following equation: 

Pin =
 2√2Vi 

n𝜋|Zin| 
∗

 4Io |Zpn| 

n𝜋 |Zin| 
∗ 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝑛Ø) (3.22) 

Pin =
 8Vi Io |Zpn|cos(nØ) 

n2π2 |Zin| 
(3.23) 

The total input power with harmonics is given by: 

Pi = ∑ (Pin)

∞

𝑛=1,3,..

(3.24) 

The output power of the converter is given by the following equation: 

Po = 𝐼𝑜
2Rl (3.25) 

Setting input power equals the output power, 

∑ (
 |Zpn|sin(nπ/2)sin(nδ/2)sin(nØ) 

nπ|Zin| 
 )

∞

𝑛=1,3,..

=
 Io 

Vi 
∑ (

 |Zpn ||Zsn| 

nπ|Zin| 
 )

∞

𝑛=1,3,..

(3.26) 

 Io 

Vi 
=

 8 

π2 𝑅l

∑ (
 |Zpn|sin(nπ/2)sin(nδ/2)cos(nØ) 

n2 |Zin| 
 )

∞

𝑛=1,3,..

(3.27) 

The angle Ø can be obtained by solving this equation by Newton’s iterative method, 

∑ (
(Zpnsin(nπ/2)sin(nδ/2)sin(nØ))

(n𝜋 |Zin|)
)

∞

𝑛=1,3,..

    − (
(8)

(𝜋2𝑅𝑙  )
) ∑ (

(|Zpn|sin(nπ/2)sin(nδ/2)cos(nØ))

(𝑛2|Zin| )(n𝜋 |Zin|)
) 

∞

𝑛=1,3,..

∗ ∑ (
(|Zpn||Zsn|)

(n𝜋 |Zin|)
)  =  0                                                                                                                  (3.28)  

∞

𝑛=1,3,..
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3.2.5 Determining the value of output current (Io) 

The current through load (𝐼𝑜) can be obtained from Equation 3.27and is given by equation below: 

𝐼𝑜 =
 8𝑉𝑖  

π2𝑅𝑙  
∑ (

 |Zpn|sin(nπ/2)sin(nδ/2)cos(nØ) 

n2 |Zin| 
 ) 

∞

𝑛=1,3,..

(3.29) 

3.2.6 Calculating delay angle (α) 

The angle α can be calculated when isn goes to 0. So, the following expression can be obtained after 

substituting ω𝑠𝑡 = α in the equation for isn. 

So,  

0 =  −
 4Visin(nπ/2)sin(nδ/2) cos(nα) 

n𝜋|Zin| 
+

 4Io |Zpn|sin(nα - nØ) 

n𝜋 |Zin| 
(3.30) 

Hence, the value of α can be obtained from the equation above. 

3.2.7 Determining the value of output voltage (Vo) 

The output voltage of the converter can be obtained by using equation 

vpn  = 
 4Vi  |Zpn|sin(nπ/2)sin(nδ/2)sin(n𝜔𝑠𝑡) 

n𝜋|Zin| 
−

 4Io |Zsn||Zpn|cos(n𝜔𝑠𝑡 - nØ) 

n𝜋 |Zin| 
(3.31) 

 

 

Cs  = √As
2 + Bs

2 (3.32) 

Here, 

X1 =
 4Vi |Zpn|sin(nπ/2)sin(nδ/2) 

n𝜋|Zin| 
 

X2 =
 4Io |Zsn||Zpn| 

n𝜋 |Zin| 
 

As = X1 – X2sin(𝛽n) 

Bs  = X2cos(𝛽n) 
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Von =  
 2Cs  

n𝜋  
(3.33) 

𝑉𝑜 = ∑ (V𝑜𝑛

∞

𝑛 = 1,3,..

) (3.34) 

Therefore, the output can be obtained by the above equation. 

3.3 Performance of the Converter 

In this section, the expressions for the RMS values of the output voltage across the load resistor, 

the input resonant current, output power of the converter, and available turn-off time are obtained 

by using the expressions derived in the previous section. The RMS quantities are defined to obtain 

the performance graphs of the converters. 

3.3.1 RMS output Voltage the converter 

The RMS output voltage of the converter, by using Equation 2.61. 

Vpn =  
 Cs  

√2 
(3.35) 

Vorms = √ ∑ (Vpn
2)

∞

𝑛=1,3,..

(3.36) 

Therefore, the RMS voltage can be obtained by the above equation. 
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3.3.2 RMS input current of the converter  

The RMS input current of the converter, by using the equation for resonant current: 

isn =  −
 4Vi sin(nπ/2)sin(nδ/2)cos(nω𝑠𝑡) 

n𝜋|Zin| 

+
 4Io |Zpn|sin(nω𝑠𝑡 - nØ) 

n𝜋 |Zin| 
 

 

Bn =   −  
 4Vi sin(nπ/2)sin(nδ/2)  

n𝜋|Zin| 

+
 4Io |Zpn|sin(nØ) 

n𝜋 |Zin| 
 

An =
 4Io |Zpn|cos(nØ) 

n𝜋 |Zin| 
 

is = ∑(isn)

∞

𝑛=1

 

Cn   =  √An
2 + Bn

2
 

isn =  Cn sin(nω𝑠𝑡 - 𝛾𝑛) (3.37) 

The total RMS current through the series branch of resonant tank is given by: 

Isn =  
 Cn  

√2  
(3.38) 

Hence, the total RMS current through the series branch is given by: 

Isrms  =  √  ∑ (𝐼sn
2)

∞

𝑛=1,3,..

(3.39) 

3.3.3 RMS voltage across the series inductor (Vls)  

The RMS value of voltage across the series inductor can be obtained by the following equations:  

Vls = Isn * |ZLs| 
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𝑉Lsrms = √  ∑ ((Isn *ZLs )2)

∞

𝑛=1,3,..

(3.40) 

3.3.4 RMS voltage across the series inductor (Vcs) 

The RMS value of voltage across the parallel inductor can be obtained by the following equations:  

VCsn= Isn *|ZCs| 

VCsrms = √  ∑ ((Isn *ZCs )2)

∞

𝑛=1,3,..

(3.41) 

3.3.5 RMS current through parallel inductor (Ilp)  

The RMS value of current through the parallel inductor can be obtained by the following equations:  

ILpn = Vpn /|ZLp| 

ILprms =√ ∑ ((
Vpn 

 |ZLp| 
)

2

)

∞

𝑛=1,3,..

(3.42) 

3.3.6 RMS current through parallel capacitor (Icp) 

The RMS value of current through the parallel capacitor can be obtained by the following 

equations: 

ICpn = Vpn/|ZCs| 

ICprms=√ ∑ ((
Vpn 

 |ZCp| 
)

2

)

∞

𝑛=1,3,..

(3.43) 

3.3.7 The output power of the converter 

The output power of the converter is expressed by the following equation: 

Po  =
𝑉𝑜

2
  

Rl 

(3.44) 
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3.3.8 Voltage Gain (Vo/Vi) 

The voltage Gain of the converter is given by the ratio of output voltage to the input voltage of 

the converter. 

Voltage Gain =
 Vo (Output Voltage)  

Vi  (Input Voltage) 

(3.45) 

3.3.9 Switch Conduction Loss Index 

For given input and output voltages, given output power to the load can be supplied by 

controlling the operating frequency, and the pulse-width angle. How much power will be drawn 

from the input, however, also depends on the selection of various resonant components. One of 

the main design objectives is to minimize the power loss in the converter. In the resonant 

converters, it is possible to eliminate or significantly reduce the switching losses by turning on 

and off the switches under ZVS. Therefore, the main source of the losses is the conduction losses 

in the switches. In order to study the performance of the converter that allows the minimization of 

the conduction losses, a ‘Loss Index (LI)’ is defined in this section. Loss index is a measure of the 

conduction loss in each switch. The loss index is given by:  

LI =
𝐼𝑠𝑅𝑀𝑆

2  p.u.

 Po  p.u. 
(3.46) 

The switch conduction loss for given output power is given by: 

𝑆𝑤𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 =  𝐿𝐼 ∗  𝑅𝑑𝑠𝑜𝑛 𝑝. 𝑢.   

Where Rdson p.u. is the per-unit on-resistance of the switch.  

3.4 Analytical Results 

In this section, the performance of the series and parallel tuned converter is studied by observing 

graphs for Voltage Gain (Vo/Vi), conduction loss, and delay angle (α) as a function of pulse width 

angle (δ). These graphs are plotted for various values of quality factor (Qs) and operating points 

(ωs). The equations derived in Section 3.2 are used for plotting these graphs in MATLAB. The 
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emphasis is laid on obtaining the suitable region of operation where ZVS is attained and observe 

the effects of change in pulse width angle on the efficiency of the converter.  

It is evident from the previous Chapter that the converter is efficient when it is operated at a low 

value (1), of Qs, so here the performance of the converter is mainly studied for the conditions given 

below: 

1. Quality factor of series and parallel branch of the resonant tank is unity (Qs = Qp = k1 = k2 

=1) 

2. Quality factor of the parallel branch is half of the series branch of the resonant tank (Qs = 

1, Qp = 0.5, k1 = 2, and k2 = 1) 

3.4.1 Selection of Quality factor (Qs) and operating frequency (ωs) for a fixed pulse width 

angle of 90° (δ = 90°) 

Figure 3-7 to Figure 3-10 represents the graphs for Gain (Vo/Vi), loss, and delay angle (α) as a 

function of operating frequency (ωs) for various values of Qs at a fixed pulse width angle of 90°. 

It is observed in Figure 3-7 that for the pulse-width of 90, both the graphs have the highest gain 

when Qs is 0.5 and the voltage gain gradually drops with the increase in the value of Qs. For the 

lower values of Qs (from 0.5 to 1.5), 2 peaks are obtained for the voltage gain. Hence, the operation 

of the converter can be divided into 2 regions based on the required output voltage. Upon closer 

look at Figure 3-7 (a), it is observed that the gain of the converter is 1.5 times higher than the input 

voltage for a wide frequency range (from 140 kHz to 180 kHz). On the other hand, Figure 3-7 (b), 

shows that the frequency range in which is narrower (from 125 kHz to 150 kHz) for obtaining 

almost double voltage gain. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 3-7: Gain (V0 /Vi) vs. resonant frequency (ωs) for various Qs at (a) k1 = 1, k2 = 1 (b)k1 = 2, k2 =1. 

Figure 3-8 illustrates the conduction losses of the converter at all the operating frequencies for 

various values of Qs. It is clear from both the graphs that the losses decrease with the increase in 

the value of Qs. Losses are lowest when ωs is at unity, although it starts increasing as the converter 

is operated away from that point. Losses are significantly higher for the operating point above 1 as 

compared to operating points below 1. 

 
(a) 

 

 
(b) 

Figure 3-8: Losses vs. resonant frequency (ωs) for various Qs at (a) k1 = 1, k2 = 1 (b)k1 = 2, k2 =1. 

Figure 3-9 represent in which the converter’s output can be controlled, i.e. the possible region of 

operation while achieving ZVS. ZVS is attained in the region where the value of α goes positive 

whereas the NZVS region is where the value of α is negative. It is observed in both the figure that 

as the value of Qs increases, the region exhibits ZVS also increases. 

Gain vs.  ω𝐬 Gain vs.  ω𝐬 

Loss Index vs.  ω𝐬 Loss Index vs.  ω𝐬 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 3-9: Delay angle(α) vs. resonant frequency (ωs) for various Qs at (a) k1 = 1, k2 = 1 (b)k1 = 2, k2 =1. 

The observations made from Figure 3-10 to Figure 3-12 are listed below: 

1) The gain is highest for Qs = 0.5 and it decreases as the value of Qs increases. The maximum 

gain is achieved in 2 regions for low values of Qs (0.5 to 1). 

2) The losses are least when ωs is equal to unity for all the values of Qs. As we move away 

from that point, losses start increasing. Losses are considerably higher in the region where 

ωs above 1 as compared to the region below 1.  

3) The delay angle (α) indicates the region where ZVS is attained. For the values where α is 

positive ZVS is possible and for the negative values of α ZVS is not achieved. 

3.4.2 Selection of pulse width angle (δ) and operating frequency (ωs) 

Figure 3-10 to Figure 3-12 shows the graphs for Voltage Gain (Vo/Vi), loss, and delay angle (α) as 

a function of pulse width angle (δ) for various operating points (ωs) of the converter.  

Figure 3-10 shows the gain of the converter with the change in pulse width angle for various 

operating points. With the increase in pulse width, the gain of the converter also increases. The 

gain is maximum for the higher operating points for both conditions. 

α vs.  ω𝐬 α vs.  ω𝐬 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 3-10: Gain (V0 /Vi ) vs. pulse width (δ) for various ωs at (a) Qs = 1, Qp = 1, k1 = 1 and k2 = 1 (b) Qs = 1, Qp = 0.5, 

k1 = 2 and k2 = 1. 

Figure 3-11 represents the loss index of the converter at various operating points as a function of 

pulse width angle. It is evident that the loss index remains constant even with the change in pulse 

width angle.  

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 3-11: Losses vs. pulse width (δ) for various ωs at (a) Qs = 1, Qp = 1, k1 = 1 and k2 = 1 (b) Qs = 1, Qp = 0.5, k1 = 2 

and k2 = 1. 

Figure 3-12 shows the graphs for delay angle () as a function of pulse width angle for various 

operating points. For the operating points, the region of operation (ZVS/NZS) remains the same 

even with the change in pulse width angle. However, when the operating point is 1, the converter 

moves from NZS to the ZVS region for a higher pulse width angle (above 140°). 

Gain vs.  δ Gain vs.  δ 

Loss Index vs.  δ Loss Index vs.  δ 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 3-12: Delay angle(α) vs. pulse width (δ) for various ωs at (a) Qs = 1, Qp = 1, k1 = 1 and k2 = 1 (b) Qs = 1, Qp = 

0.5, k1 = 2 and k2 = 1. 

 

Observation from Figure 3-10 to Figure 3-12 are stated below: 

1) By varying δ from 0 to π, the gain can be controlled from minimum to maximum value for 

the given configuration of the resonant tank. The maximum gain of the converter also 

depends on the design of the resonant tank, i.e. the selected value of k1, k2, Qs, and Qp. The 

maximum value of gain is achieved at δ = π. 

2) It is observed that the loss index decrease as δ goes from 0 to π. It is higher for a higher 

value of ωs. 

3) Better control over the converter output can be gained by operating it at a higher value of 

ωs as α is closer to 90°. 

4) The gain of the converter increases with the increase in the pulse width angle. Highest gain 

is obtained around the resonance points of the converter. 

5) The losses remain constant even with the change in pulse width angle at all the operating 

points. The losses increase gradually as we move away from the ωs = 1. 

6) The graphs of delay angle (α) indicate that the converter maintains its ZVS/NZVS with the 

change in pulse width angle for all the operating points with an except at ωs = 1. 

Higher the gain, higher the losses 

α vs.  δ α vs.  δ 
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3.4.3 Selection of Quality factor (Qs) and pulse width angle at a fixed operating frequency of 

1.75 (δ = 1.75) 

Figure 3-13 to Figure 3-15 shows the graphs for Voltage Gain (Vo/Vi), loss, and delay angle (α) as 

a function of pulse width angle (δ) for various values of Quality factor (Qs) of the converter.  

Figure 3-13 represents the graphs for gain with the change in pulse width angle for various values 

of Quality factor (Qs) at an operating frequency (ωs) of 1.75.  

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 3-13: Gain (V0 /Vi ) vs. pulse width (δ) for various Qs at (a) k1 = 1, k2 =1 (b)k1 = 2,  k2 =1. 

 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 3-14: Loss vs. pulse width (δ) for various Qs at (a) k1 = 1, k2 = 1  (b)k1 = 2,  k2 =1. 

 

 

Gain vs.  ω𝐬 Gain vs.  ω𝐬 

Loss Index vs.  ω𝐬 Loss Index vs.  ω𝐬 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 3-15: Delay angle(α) vs. pulse width (δ) for various Qs at (a) k1 = 1, k2 = 1 (b)k1 = 2, k2 =1 

The following observations are from Figure 3-13 Figure 3-15: 

1) By varying δ from 0 to π, there is a gradual increase in gain for all the values of Qs. The 

gain is highest for the higher value of Qs and it is lowest for Qs = 0.5. 

2) The gain remains almost the same for Qs = 1 to 4 while it is lowest for Qs = 0.5. 

3) It is observed that the loss index decrease as δ goes from 0 to π. It is higher for a lower 

value of Qs. 

4) The output of the controller can be controlled better for Qs = 0.5 as it has a higher value of 

α, but with the increase of the value of Qs the control over the controller decreases. 

4) the higher value of Qs it be operated in 1 region (above ωs = 1) only. 

3.4.4 Time-Varying Waveforms for a Pulse width of 90° (δ = 90°) 

The time varying graphs for a fixed pulse width of 90° and at an operating frequency of 175 kHz 

for two conditions are presented in Figure 3-16. In one condition, the Qs = Qp = k1 = k2 = 1 and in 

another condition, the value of Qs = 1, Qp  = 0.5, k1 = 1 and k2 = 2. 

 

α vs.  δ α vs.  δ 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 3-16: Time varying waveforms for vs, is, vp and ip at at ωs= 1.75 when (a) Qs = 1, Qp = 1, k1 = 1 and k2 = 1 (b) Qs 

= 1, Qp = 0.5, k1 = 1 and k2 = 2. 

 

3.5 Verification of Analysis 

3.5.1 PSIM Simulation 

The analytical results are verified in PSIM for 3 cases depending on their operating frequencies. 

 

(a) 
 

(b) 

Figure 3-17: Time varying waveforms for vs, is, vp and ip at at ωs= 1.75 when  (a) Qs = 1 and Qp = 1 (b) Qs = 1 and Qp =  

0.5. 
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3.5.2 Experimental Results 

For verifying the results obtained from analytical and PSIM simulation, a similar prototype was 

built for the converter. Here, the component values for designing the converter were identical to 

VFM i.e. the Quality factor of the series and parallel branch at unity (Qs and Qp = 1). Table 4 shows 

the component value selected for building the prototype. 

To verify the proof-of-concept of the converter, a breadboard was built in the laboratory. Table 3 

shows the input voltage, resonant current, and output voltage waveforms for the breadboard 

converter, with Vi = 30 V.  

Figure 3-18 shows the results when the converter is operated at 179 kHz for a pulse width of 90°. 

 

Figure 3-18: Experimental waveforms under PSM [Vi = 30V, Vo = 380V, Po = 110W, fs = 179 kHz, ωs = 17.9, Qs = 1, 

Qp = 1, k1 = 1, and k2 = 1] [C1: vs: 20A/div, C2: vp: 20V/div, C3: is: 50A/div]. 
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Table 5: Normalized analytical results under phase shift modulation [k = 1.0, Q = 1, ω = 1.4, δ = 90°] at (a) ωs = 8.3 (b) 

ωs = 1.79. 

Analysis Method Vi (volt) Ø(rad) α(rad) 

Analytical 30 1.02  0.71 

PSIM 30 1.06 0.69 

Experimental 30 0.99 0.67 

 

3.6 Summary 

In this Chapter, the operation, analysis, and performance of the series and parallel tuned resonant 

converter was discussed for the hybrid modulation. The following observations can be made based 

on the performance graphs produced: 

1) The output voltage of the converter can be varied by varying the pulse-width angle (δ) from 

0 to π. The maximum gain of the converter also depends on the design of the resonant tank, 

i.e., the selected value of k1, k2, Qs, and Qp. The maximum value of gain is achieved at δ = 

π. 

2) The phase angle () between the bridge output voltage (vs) and the series resonant current 

(is) is relatively constant as a function of the pulse-width angle (δ).  

3) It is observed that the loss index remains constant with the change in pulse width angle. 

4) The optimal values to design the resonant tank are when Qs and Qp are equal to unity, 

considering the Gain, losses, and control of the converter. 
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Chapter 4 

Contributions, Conclusions, and Future Work 

4.1 Contributions 

In this thesis, the behavior of the series and parallel tuned DC-DC converter has been studied both 

under variable frequency modulation and hybrid modulation. Frequency domain analysis for both 

the modulations has been presented. The main contributions of this thesis are summarized below.  

1. Frequency domain modelling of the frequency-modulated series and parallel tuned 

resonant converter and the development of its performance characteristics. 

2. Frequency domain modelling of the hybrid modulated series and parallel tuned resonant 

converter and the development of its performance characteristics. 

3. Verification of the developed modelling with detailed simulations. 

4.2 Conclusions 

The key findings of the contributions are summarized below. 

1. The range of output voltage control can be increased by applying varying variable 

frequency modulation. With the variable frequency, the converter can operate in two 

distinct regions (Region 1 and Region 2) while maintaining the zero-voltage switching.  

2. Operation of the converter in Region 1 results in low conduction losses. But the range of 

output voltage control is narrow.  

3. Region 2 provides wide control of the output voltage control. But it exhibits higher 

conduction losses. 

4. The range of frequency variation can be reduced and the circulating current in the resonant 

circuit can be minimized by employing the hybrid modulation in which both the operating 

frequency and pulse-width are varied.  
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5. There is an operating frequency ‘jump’ for the converter to operate from one region to 

another.  

4.3 Future Work 

1. Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, it was not possible to perform detailed experimental 

work. It is, therefore, suggested a detailed experimental work should be performed in the 

future.  

2. Digital control implementation of the converter shall be performed to study the dynamic 

performance of the converter. 
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Appendix A 

PSIM Schematic 

The PSIM schematic circuit used for obtaining the results of PSIM Simulation is shown in Figure 

A-1 

 

Figure A-1: PSIM Schematic 

The PSIM Simulation parameters used for obtaining the simulation results is shown in Figure A-2 

 

Figure A-2: PSIM Simulation Parameters 
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Appendix B  

MATLAB Code 

The MATLAB Code used for obtaining the analytical results is given in this section. The 

following codes are included: 

 

1. Code for calculating Values of components used in resonant tank (Ls, Cs, Lp, and Cp) 

The code is used for obtaining the value of elements in resonant tank by using the Quality 

factor of series and parallel branch. It was used for designing the circuit for PSIM and 

experimental prototype. 

clc; 

clear all; 

close all; 

  

Qs = 1 %%quality factor for series branch of resonant tank 

Qp = 1 %%quality factor for parallel branch of resonant 

tank 

Rl = 1 %%load resistance (Rl in analysis) 

% k1 = 1 

  

wrs = 100000 %%series resonant frequency 

k2 = 1       %%ratio: series to parallel resonant tank 

wrp = k2*wrs %%parallel resonant frequency 

  

Ls = ((Qs*Rl)/(2*pi*wrs))    %%series inductor value 

Cs = ((1)/(2*pi*Qs*wrs*Rl))  %%series capacitor value 

Lp = ((Qp*Rl)/(2*pi*wrp))    %%parallel inductor value 

Cp = ((1)/(2*pi*Qp*wrp*Rl))  %%parallel capacitor value 

 

2. Selection of Quality factor (Qs) and range of operation (ω𝐬) for VFM 

This code is used for plotting the performance curves as a function of operating frequency. 

Here, the resonant tank can be designed as per requirement by changing the values of 

Quality factor of series and parallel branch. 

 

clear all;  

close all;  

clc; 

  

k1 = 2;                      %%ratio: series to parallel 

quality factor  

Rl = 1;                      %%LOad resistance 

% Qp = Qs/k1; 
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k2 = 1;                     %%ratio: series to parallel 

resonant tank 

Vi = 1;                     %% input voltage dc 

del=180*pi/180; 

n  = [1:2:99]' ;            %%odd harmonics 

  

Qs_list = [0.5; 1;1.5;2;3;4];  %%normalized Quality 

factor(series) 

% Qs_list = [ 1]; 

% Qs_list = [0.5; 1;1]; 

  

w_list = 0.6:0.0123: 2.5;    %%range of normalized resonant 

frequency (series) 

  

i = 1; 

  

for Qs_iter = 1:length(Qs_list)   %%various values for 

normalized Quality factor(series) 

    Qs = Qs_list(Qs_iter); 

    for i = 1:length(w_list)      %%range of normalized 

resonant frequency (series) 

        ws = w_list(i); 

        wp = ws/k2; 

        Qp = Qs/k1; 

       

    %%Impedances with real component only 

         

    

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

    %% Series Impedance 

    

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

    

    Zlsn(:,i) = ( n.*ws.*Qs );            %%impedance of 

series inductor 

    Zcsn(:,i) = -((Qs)./(n.*ws));         %%impedance of 

series cap 

    Zsn(:,i) = Zlsn(:,i) + Zcsn(:,i);     %%total series 

impedance 

  

    

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

    %% Parallel Impedance 

    

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

    Zlpn(:,i) = ( n.*wp.*Qp);             %%impedance of 

parallel inductor 
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    Zcpn(:,i) = -((Qp)./(n.*wp));         %%impedance of 

parallel cap 

    Zpn(:,i) = ((Zlpn(:,i).*Zcpn(:,i))./(Zlpn(:,i) + 

Zcpn(:,i))); %%total parallel impedance 

  

    

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

    %% Total Impedance 

    

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

    Zin(:,i) = Zsn(:,i) + Zpn(:,i);       %%total impedance     

    

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  

    %%Impdenaces with complex component 

     

    

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

    %% Series Impedance 

    

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

    Zls1(:,i) = ( j*ws*Qs );             %%impedance of 

series inductor 

    Zcs1(:,i) = -((j.*Qs)./(ws));        %%impedance of 

series cap 

    Zs1(:,i) = Zls1(:,i) + Zcs1(:,i);    %%total series 

impedance 

    

    

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

    %% Parallel Impedance 

    

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

    Zlp1(:,i) = ( j.*wp.*Qp );          %%impedance of 

parallel inductor 

    Zcp1(:,i) = -(((j.*Qp)./(wp)));     %%impedance of 

parallel cap 

    Zp1(:,i) = ((Zlp1(:,i).*Zcp1(:,i))./(Zlp1(:,i) + 

Zcp1(:,i))); %%total parallel impedance 

    Zp11(:,i) = ((Zp1(:,i).*Rl)./(Zp1(:,i) + Rl)); %%total 

impedance 
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

    %% Total Impedance 

    

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

    Zi1(:,i) = Zs1(:,i) + Zp11(:,i); %%toal series and 

parallel impedance      

    

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

     

        x(:,i) = (real(Zi1(:,i))); 

        y(:,i) = (imag(Zi1(:,i))); 

         

        phi_init(:,i) = -atan2(y(:,i),x(:,i)); %%initial 

phi value calc 

         

        

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

        %% Phi 

        

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

        syms phi; 

         

        a1 = ( 

(Zpn(:,i).*sin(n.*phi).*sin((n.*pi)./(2)).*sin((n.*del)./(2

)))./(n.*pi.*Zin(:,i)) ); 

        a2 = 

((Zpn(:,i).*cos(n.*phi).*sin((n.*pi)./(2)).*sin((n.*del)./(

2)))./(n.^2.*Zin(:,i))); 

        a3 = ((Zpn(:,i).*Zsn(:,i))./(n.*pi.*Zin(:,i))); 

        a4 = ((8)./(pi.^2.*Rl)); 

         

        eqn = ( (sum(a1)) - ( (a4).*(sum(a2)).*(sum(a3)) ) 

); %% equation to calculate the valur of phi 

         

        diff_eqn = matlabFunction(diff(eqn)); 

        eqn = matlabFunction(eqn); 

         

        [newton_solution, no_iterations] = Newton(eqn, 

diff_eqn, phi_init(:,i), 0.00001); 

        phi_values(:,i) = double(newton_solution); 

         

        

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

        % tn, td, and tt stuff and IO, VO 
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

        Vs(:,i) = sum( 

((2.*sqrt(2).*Vi.*sin((n.*pi)./(2)).*sin((n.*del)./(2)))./(

n.*pi)).^2) ; 

         

        tn(:,i) = 

((Zpn(:,i)).*cos(n.*phi_values(:,i)).*sin((n.*pi)./(2)).*si

n((n.*del)./(2))); 

        td(:,i) = (n.*n.*Zin(:,i)); 

        tt(:,i) = (tn(:,i)./td(:,i)); 

        tts(:,i) = sum(tt(:,i)); 

        tn1(:,i) = ((8)./(pi.^2.*Rl)); 

         

        Io(Qs_iter,i) = (Vi.*(tn1(:,i)).*(tts(:,i))); 

%          

%         Vo1(:,i) =( ( 

((8.*Vi)./(pi.^2)).*((tn(:,i))./(td(:,i))) )); 

%         Vorms(:,i) = sqrt(sum(Vo1(:,i).^2)); 

%         Vo(Qs_iter,i) = abs(sum( Vo1(:,i) )); 

         

%         %integrating Vp by hand 

%         X1(:,i) = ( (4.*Vi.*Zp(:,i))./(n.*pi.*Zi(:,i)) ); 

%         X2(:,i) = ( 

(4.*Io(Qs_iter,i).*Zp(:,i).*Zs(:,i))./(n.*pi.*Zi(:,i)) ); 

%         An(:,i) = ( (X1(:,i)) - 

(X2(:,i).*sin(n.*phi_values(:,i))) ); 

%         Bn(:,i) = ( X2(:,i).*cos(n.*phi_values(:,i)) ); 

%         Cn(:,i) = (sqrt( (An(:,i).^2) + (Bn(:,i).^2)) 

)./(n); 

%         Voht(:,i) = ( (2.*Cn(:,i))./(n.*pi) ); 

%         Voh(Qs_iter,i) = sum( Voht(:,i)); 

         

        %%calculating Vo(output voltage - DC)by the eqn 

from which phi is calculated  

        Vo1(:,i) =( ( 

((8.*Vi)./(pi.^2)).*((tn(:,i))./(td(:,i))) )); 

        Vo(Qs_iter,i) = abs(sum( Vo1(:,i) )); 

         

        Gain(Qs_iter,i) = Vo(Qs_iter,i)/Vi; 

         

    %%calculating rms value of Is 

    An(:,i) = ( 

(4.*Io(Qs_iter,i).*Zpn(:,i).*cos(n.*phi_values(:,i)))./(n.*

pi.*Zin(:,i)) ); 

    Bn(:,i) = 

((4.*Vi.*sin((n.*pi)./(2)).*sin((n.*del)./(2)))./(n.*pi.*Zi

n(:,i)) ) + ( 

(4.*Io(Qs_iter,i).*Zpn(:,i).*sin(n.*phi_values(:,i)))./(n.*

pi.*Zin(:,i)) ); 
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    Cn(:,i) = (sqrt( (An(:,i).^2) + (Bn(:,i).^2)) ); 

     

    Isn(:,i) = (Cn(:,i)./sqrt(2)); 

    Ist(Qs_iter,i) = sqrt(sum(Isn(:,i).^2)); 

     

     

    %%square of Isrms 

    Iss(Qs_iter,i) = Ist(Qs_iter,i).^2; 

  

  

  

    %%calculating alpha 

    syms alpha 

    eqn_a = sum(-

((4.*Vi.*cos(n.*alpha).*sin((n.*pi)./(2)).*sin((n.*del)./(2

)))./(n.*pi.*Zin(:,i))) 

+((4.*Io(Qs_iter,i).*Zpn(:,i).*sin(n.*alpha - 

n.*phi_values(:,i)))./(n.*pi.*Zin(:,i))) ); 

    alpha_values(Qs_iter,i) = double(vpasolve(eqn_a == 0, 

alpha, [-1.6 1.6]));% eqn_a(:,i) = -

((4.*Vi.*cos(alpha_values(:,i)))./(n.*pi.*Zi(:,i))) 

+((4.*Io(:,i).*Zp(:,i).*sin(alpha_values(:,i) - 

n.*phi_values(:,i)))./(n.*pi.*Zi(:,i))); 

  

   %%calculating output power  

    Po(Qs_iter,i) = ( (Vo(Qs_iter,i).^2)./(Rl) ); 

     

%     St1(Qs_iter,i) = St1(:,i)./Po(:,i); 

         

    %%calulating Losses 

    loss(Qs_iter,i) = ( (Iss(Qs_iter,i))./(Po(Qs_iter,i))); 

%     Ioh(:,i) = Voh(:,i)./Rl; 

%     Iso(:,i) = Isrms(:,i)./Ioh(:,i) 

  

%% other - for checking 

 A1(:,i) = cos(n.*phi_values(:,i))./(n.*pi.*Zin(:,i)) ; 

 B1(:,i) = ((4.*Vi)./(n.*pi.*Zin(:,i)) ) ; 

  B2(:,i) = ( 

(4.*Io(Qs_iter,i).*Zpn(:,i).*sin(n.*phi_values(:,i)))./(n.*

pi.*Zin(:,i)) ); 

  B21(:,i) = sin(n.*phi_values(:,i)); 

   

%   wQ(Qs_iter,i) = smooth(Gain(Qs_iter,i)) 

   

    end 

end 

  

figure; 

plot(w_list,Vo,'LineWidth',2) 

xlabel('\omega_s(p.u.)'); 

ylabel('Output Voltage, V_o (p.u.)') 
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title('V_o vs. \omega_s'); 

legend('Q_s = 0.5', 'Q_s = 1', 'Q_s = 1.5','Q_s = 2', 'Q_s 

= 3', 'Q_s = 4') 

xlim([0.6 2.5]) 

% xlim([0.88 3]) 

set(gca,'fontname','times') 

grid on; 

  

figure; 

plot(w_list,Gain,'LineWidth',2) 

xlabel('\omega_s(p.u.)'); 

ylabel('Gain(V_o/V_i) (p.u.)') 

title('Gain vs. \omega_s'); 

legend('Q_s = 0.5', 'Q_s = 1', 'Q_s = 1.5','Q_s = 2', 'Q_s 

= 3', 'Q_s = 4') 

xlim([0.6 2.5]) 

% xlim([0.88 3]) 

set(gca,'fontname','times') 

grid on; 

%  

% figure; 

% plot(w_list,Zin,'LineWidth',2) 

% xlabel('\omega_s(p.u.)'); 

% ylabel('Zin (p.u.)') 

% title('Zin vs. \omega_s'); 

% legend('Q_s = 0.5', 'Q_s = 1', 'Q_s = 1.5','Q_s = 2', 

'Q_s = 3', 'Q_s = 4') 

% % xlim([0.65 2.5]) 

% % xlim([0.88 3]) 

% grid on; 

  

figure; 

plot(w_list,Po,'LineWidth',2) 

xlabel('\omega_s(p.u.)'); 

ylabel('P_o(p.u.)') 

title('P_o vs. \omega_s'); 

legend('Q_s = 0.5', 'Q_s = 1', 'Q_s = 1.5','Q_s = 2', 'Q_s 

= 3', 'Q_s = 4') 

xlim([0.6 2.5]) 

% ylim([-0.5 1.5]) 

set(gca,'fontname','times') 

grid on; 

  

figure; 

plot(w_list,Iss,'LineWidth',2) 

xlabel('w_freq'); 

ylabel('Isrms') 

title('Isrms'); 

legend('Q_s = 0.5', 'Q_s = 1', 'Q_s = 1.5','Q_s = 2', 'Q_s 

= 3', 'Q_s = 4') 

% xlim([0 5]) 
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% ylim([-0.5 1.5]) 

set(gca,'fontname','times') 

grid on; 

  

figure; 

plot(w_list,Po,'LineWidth',2) 

xlabel('w_freq'); 

ylabel('Po') 

title('Po'); 

xlim([0.65 2.5]) 

% ylim([-0.5 1.5]) 

set(gca,'fontname','times') 

grid on; 

  

figure; 

plot(w_list,loss,'LineWidth',2) 

xlabel('\omega_s(p.u.)'); 

ylabel('loss (p.u.)') 

title('loss vs. \omega_s'); 

legend('Q_s = 0.5', 'Q_s = 1', 'Q_s = 1.5','Q_s = 2', 'Q_s 

= 3', 'Q_s = 4') 

xlim([0.6 2.5]) 

% ylim([-0.5 1.5]) 

set(gca,'fontname','times') 

grid on; 

  

% figure; 

% plot(w_list,Voh,w_list,loss,'LineWidth',2) 

% xlabel('w_s'); 

% ylabel('Vo & loss (p.u.)'); 

% title('Vo,loss vs w_s'); 

% legend('Qs = 0.5', 'Qs = 1', 'Qs = 1.5','Qs = 2', 'Qs = 

3', 'Qs = 4')% xlim([0 5]) 

% % ylim([-0.5 1.5]) 

% grid on; 

  

figure; 

plot(w_list,alpha_values,'LineWidth',2) 

xlabel('\omega_s(p.u.)'); 

ylabel('\alpha(p.u)'); 

title('\alpha vs. \omega_s'); 

legend('Q_s = 0.5', 'Q_s = 1', 'Q_s = 1.5','Q_s = 2', 'Q_s 

= 3', 'Q_s = 4') 

xlim([0.6 2.5]) 

% ylim([-0.5 1.5]) 

set(gca,'fontname','times') 

grid on; 

 

%% function to call netwon raphson method 

function [solution, no_iterations] = Newton(f, dfdx, phi_0, 

eps) 
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phi = phi_0; 

f_value = f(phi); 

iteration_counter = 0; 

while abs(f_value) > eps && iteration_counter < 100 

    try 

        phi = phi - (f_value)/dfdx(phi); 

    catch 

        fprintf('Error! - derivative zero for phi = \n', 

phi) 

        exit(1) 

    end 

    f_value = f(phi); 

    iteration_counter = iteration_counter + 1; 

end 

% Here, either a solution is found, or too many iterations 

if abs(f_value) > eps 

    iteration_counter = -1; 

end 

solution = phi; 

no_iterations = iteration_counter; 

end 

 

3. Code for plotting performance graphs under various load conditions under VFM 

This code is used for plotting the performance curves as a function of operating frequency 

for various load conditions. 

clear all;  

close all;  

clc; 

  

  

Vi = 1;                 %% input voltage dc 

del = 180*pi/180;       %%pulse width angle (rad) 

  

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

%%Parameter values for various loads (remove comments to 

plot for respective load condition) 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  

% % % parameters when Rl =1 

% Rl = 1; %%load resistance 

% Qs = 1; %% quality factor 

% k1 =1; %% factor 

% Qp = Qs/k1 

% k2 = 1; 

  

%parameters when Rl =2 
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Rl = 2; %%load resistance 

Qs = 0.5; %% quality factor 

k1 =1; %% factor 

Qp = Qs/k1 

k2 = 1; 

  

% %%parameters when Rl =5 

% Rl = 5; %%load resistance 

% Qs = 0.2; %% quality factor 

% k1 =1; %% factor 

% Qp = Qs/k1 

% k2 = 1; 

  

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

%%End of load selection 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  

%%%%%FYI 

% Qs = k1*Qp 

% Ls = Qs*R/ws; 

% Cs = 1/(Qs*ws*R) 

% Lp = Qp*Rl/wp; 

% Cp = 1/(Qp*wp*R) 

% Rl = pi^2/8 

  

n  = [1:2:99]' ; 

  

w = 0.6:0.0123:2.5;   %%range of normalized resonant 

frequency (series) 

for i = 1:length(w)   %%loop for resonant frequency 

(series) 

    ws = w(i); 

       if (ws == 1) 

        continue 

    end 

  

    wp = ws/k2; 

    Qp = Qs/k1; 

    

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

    %% Series Impedance 

    

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

    

    Zlsn(:,i) = ( n.*ws.*Qs ); %%impedance of series 

inductor 

    Zcsn(:,i) = -((Qs)./(n.*ws)); %%impedance of series cap 
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    Zsn(:,i) = Zlsn(:,i) + Zcsn(:,i); %%total series 

impedance 

%     Zs = ( (n.*w.*Qs) - ((Qs)./(n.*w)))  ; %%total series 

impedance 

  

    

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

    %% Parallel Impedance 

    

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

    Zlpn(:,i) = ( n.*wp.*Qp); %%impedance of parallel 

inductor 

    Zcpn(:,i) = -((Qp)./(n.*wp)); %%impedance of parallel 

cap 

    Zpn(:,i) = ((Zlpn(:,i).*Zcpn(:,i))./(Zlpn(:,i) + 

Zcpn(:,i))); %%total parallel impedance 

  

    

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

    %% Total Impedance 

    

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

    Zin(:,i) = Zsn(:,i) + Zpn(:,i); 

     

     

    

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

    %% Series Impedance 

    

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

    Zls1(:,i) = ( j*ws*Qs ); %%impedance of series inductor 

    Zcs1(:,i) = -((j.*Qs)./(ws)); %%impedance of series cap 

    Zs1(:,i) = Zls1(:,i) + Zcs1(:,i); %%total series 

impedance 

    

    

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

    %% Parallel Impedance 

    

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

    Zlp1(:,i) = ( j.*wp.*Qp ); %%impedance of parallel 

inductor 
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    Zcp1(:,i) = -(((j.*Qp)./(wp))); %%impedance of parallel 

cap 

    Zp1(:,i) = ((Zlp1(:,i).*Zcp1(:,i))./(Zlp1(:,i) + 

Zcp1(:,i))); %%total parallel impedance 

%     Rl =1; 

    Zp11(:,i) = ((Zp1(:,i).*Rl)./(Zp1(:,i) + Rl)); 

  

    

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

    %% Total Impedance 

    

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

    Zi1(:,i) = Zs1(:,i) + Zp11(:,i); %%toal series and 

parallel impedance 

  

    display('phase angle'); 

    x(:,i) = (real(Zi1(:,i))); 

    y(:,i) = (imag(Zi1(:,i))); 

  

    phi_init(:,i) = -atan2(y(:,i),x(:,i)); 

  

    

%     

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

%     %% Phi 

%     

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

    syms phi; 

  

    a1 = 

((Zpn(:,i).*sin(n.*phi).*sin((n.*pi)./(2)).*sin((n.*del)./(

2)))./(n.*pi.*Zin(:,i)) ); 

    a2 = 

((Zpn(:,i).*cos(n.*phi).*sin((n.*pi)./(2)).*sin((n.*del)./(

2)))./(n.^2.*Zin(:,i))); 

    a3 = ((Zpn(:,i).*Zsn(:,i))./(n.*pi.*Zin(:,i))); 

    a4 = ((8)./(pi.^2.*Rl)); 

  

    eqn = ( (sum(a1)) - ( (a4).*(sum(a2)).*(sum(a3)) ) ); 

%% equation to calculate the valur of phi 

   

    diff_eqn = matlabFunction(diff(eqn)); 

    eqn = matlabFunction(eqn); 

  

  

    [newton_solution, no_iterations] = Newton(eqn, 

diff_eqn, phi_init(:,i), 0.00001); 
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    phi_values(:,i) = double(newton_solution); 

%     phi_values(:,i) = double(vpasolve(eqn == 0, phi,[-

pi/2;pi/2.1])); 

%     phi_values(:,i) = double(vpasolve(eqn == 0, phi 

,0.01)); 

     

  

% 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

% 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

% % CALCULATING PHI ENDS 

% 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  

    

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

    % tn, td, and tt stuff and IO, VO 

    

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

%     Vs(:,i) = sum( ((2.*sqrt(2).*Vi)./(n.*pi)).^2) ; 

      

    tn(:,i) = 

((Zpn(:,i)).*cos(n.*phi_values(:,i)).*sin((n.*pi)./(2)).*si

n((n.*del)./(2))); 

    td(:,i) = (n.*n.*Zin(:,i)); 

    tt(:,i) = (tn(:,i)./td(:,i)); 

    tts(:,i) = sum(tt(:,i)); 

    tn1 = ((8)./(pi.^2.*Rl)); 

     

    Io(:,i) = (Vi.*(tn1).*(tts(:,i))); 

     

    %%calculating Vo(output voltage - DC)by the eqn from 

which phi is calculated  

    Vo1(:,i) =( ( 

((8.*Vi)./(pi.^2)).*((tn(:,i))./(td(:,i))) )); 

    Vo(:,i) = abs(sum( Vo1(:,i) )); 

  

    %%integrating Vp by hand to find Vo-Dc 

    X1(:,i) = ( 

(4.*Vi.*Zpn(:,i).*sin((n.*pi)./(2)).*sin((n.*del)./(2)))./(

n.*pi.*Zin(:,i)) ); 

    X2(:,i) = ( 

(4.*Io(:,i).*Zpn(:,i).*Zsn(:,i))./(n.*pi.*Zin(:,i)) ); 
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    As(:,i) = ( (X1(:,i)) - 

(X2(:,i).*sin(n.*phi_values(:,i)).*sin((n.*pi)./(2)).*sin((

n.*del)./(2))) ) 

    Bs(:,i) = ( 

X2(:,i).*cos(n.*phi_values(:,i)).*sin((n.*pi)./(2)).*sin((n

.*del)./(2)) ) 

    Cs(:,i) = (sqrt( (As(:,i).^2) + (Bs(:,i).^2)) ); 

     

%     Vo(:,i) = ( (2.*Cs(:,i))./(n.*pi) ) 

     

%     Vot(:,i) = sum( Vo(:,i)) 

     

  

    Vpn(:,i) = ( Cs(:,i)./sqrt(2) ); 

    Vpt(:,i) = sqrt(sum(Vpn(:,i).^2)); 

  

     

    %%calculating rms value of Is 

    An(:,i) = ( 

(4.*Io(:,i).*Zpn(:,i).*cos(n.*phi_values(:,i)))./(n.*pi.*Zi

n(:,i)) ); 

    Bn(:,i) = 

((4.*Vi.*sin((n.*pi)./(2)).*sin((n.*del)./(2)))./(n.*pi.*Zi

n(:,i)) ) + ( 

(4.*Io(:,i).*Zpn(:,i).*sin(n.*phi_values(:,i)))./(n.*pi.*Zi

n(:,i)) ); 

    Cn(:,i) = (sqrt( (An(:,i).^2) + (Bn(:,i).^2)) ); 

     

    Isn(:,i) = (Cn(:,i)./sqrt(2)); 

    Ist(:,i) = sqrt(sum(Isn(:,i).^2)); 

     

     

    %%square of Isrms 

    Iss(:,i) = Ist(:,i).^2; 

     

    %%calculating rms value of Vls 

    Vlsn(:,i) = (Isn(:,i).*Zlsn(:,i)); 

    Vlst(:,i) = sqrt(sum(Vlsn(:,i).^2)); 

     

    %%calculating rms value of Vcs 

    Vcsn(:,i) = (Isn(:,i).*Zcsn(:,i)); 

    Vcst(:,i) = sqrt(sum(Vcsn(:,i).^2)); 

         

    %%calculating rms value of Ilp 

    Ilpn(:,i) = (Vpn(:,i)./Zlpn(:,i)); 

    Ilpt(:,i) = sqrt(sum(Ilpn(:,i).^2)); 

     

    %%calculating rms value of Icp 

    Icpn(:,i) = sum(Vpt(:,i)./Zcpn(:,i)); 

    Icpt(:,i) = sqrt(sum(Icpn(:,i).^2)); 
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    %%calculating power for each component - method 1 

    Slst(:,i) = (Vlst(:,i).*Ist(:,i)); 

    Scst(:,i) = (Vcst(:,i).*Ist(:,i)); 

    Slpt(:,i) = (Vpt(:,i).*Ilpt(:,i)); 

    Scpt(:,i) = (Vpt(:,i).*Icpt(:,i)); 

     

    St1(:,i) = (Slst(:,i) + Scst(:,i) + Slpt(:,i) + 

Scpt(:,i)); 

  

    %%calculating alpha 

    syms alpha 

    eqn_a = sum(-

((4.*Vi.*cos(n.*alpha).*sin((n.*pi)./(2)).*sin((n.*del)./(2

)))./(n.*pi.*Zin(:,i))) 

+((4.*Io(:,i).*Zpn(:,i).*sin(n.*alpha - 

n.*phi_values(:,i)))./(n.*pi.*Zin(:,i))) ); 

    alpha_values(:,i) = double(vpasolve(eqn_a == 0, alpha, 

[-1.6 1.6])); 

%     alpha_values(:,i) = double(vpasolve(eqn_a == 0, 

alpha)); 

  

%% plotting beta 

% del = 90; 

betaa(:,i) = (alpha_values(:,i)) - ((pi - del)/2); 

     

    %%calulcating Io - output current - DC 

%     Iorms(:,i) = sum( 

((8.*Vi)./(pi.^2.*Rl)).*((tn(:,i))./(td(:,i))) ); 

     

    %%calculating output power  

    Po(:,i) = ( (Vo(:,i).^2)./(Rl) ); 

     

    StP1(:,i) = St1(:,i)./Po(:,i); 

         

    %%calulating Losses 

    loss(:,i) = ( (Iss(:,i))./(Po(:,i))); 

%     Ioh(:,i) = Voh(:,i)./Rl; 

%     Iso(:,i) = Isrms(:,i)./Ioh(:,i) 

  

end 

  

figure; 

plot(w,Vo,'LineWidth',2) 

xlabel('w_freq'); 

ylabel('Output Voltage') 

title('Vo'); 

% xlim([0 5]) 

% xlim([0.88 3]) 

grid on; 

  

% figure; 
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% plot(w,Voh,w,Voh,'LineWidth',2) 

% xlabel('w_freq'); 

% ylabel('Vo, Vo/2') 

% title('Vo'); 

% % xlim([0 5]) 

% % xlim([0.88 3]) 

% grid on; 

  

  

  

% figure; 

% plot(w,phi_init,'LineWidth',2) 

% xlabel('w_freq'); 

% ylabel('phi int') 

% title('phi int'); 

% % xlim([0 5]) 

% % ylim([-0.5 1.5]) 

% grid on; 

%  

% figure; 

% plot(w,Ioh,'LineWidth',2) 

% xlabel('w_freq'); 

% ylabel('Ioh') 

% title('Ioh'); 

% % xlim([0 5]) 

% % ylim([-0.5 1.5]) 

% grid on; 

  

% figure; 

% plot(w,Po,'LineWidth',2) 

% xlabel('w_freq'); 

% ylabel('Po') 

% title('Po vs. w_s'); 

% % xlim([0 5]) 

% % ylim([-0.5 1.5]) 

% grid on; 

  

figure; 

plot(w,loss,'LineWidth',2) 

xlabel('w_freq'); 

ylabel('loss') 

title('Is^2/Po vs. w'); 

% ylim([1 25]) 

% ylim([-0.5 1.5]) 

grid on; 

  

figure; 

plot(w,Vo,w,loss,w,alpha_values,'LineWidth',4.5) 

xlabel('\omega_s'); 

ylabel('V_o, losses, and \alpha'); 

title('V_o, losses, and \alpha  vs.  \omega_s'); 
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legend('V_o', 'losses', '\alpha') 

xlim([0.6 2.5]) 

% ylim([-0.5 1.5]) 

grid on; 

  

%  

% figure; 

% plot(w,Vo,w,loss,w,alpha_values,'LineWidth',3) 

% xlabel('w_s'); 

% ylabel('V_o(Output Voltage), losses(I_s^2/R_l), and 

alpha(Angle between v_s and i_s)'); 

% title('V_o, losses, and alpha  vs.  w_s'); 

% legend('V_o', 'losses', 'alpha') 

% xlim([0.6 3.5]) 

% % ylim([-0.5 1.5]) 

% grid on; 

  

figure; 

plot(w,alpha_values,'LineWidth',2) 

xlabel('w_freq'); 

ylabel('alpha'); 

title('alpha vs. w'); 

% xlim([0 5]) 

% ylim([-0.5 1.5]) 

grid on; 

%  

figure; 

plot(w,betaa,'LineWidth',2) 

xlabel('w_freq'); 

ylabel('beta'); 

title('beta vs. w'); 

% xlim([0 5]) 

% ylim([-0.5 1.5]) 

grid on; 

  

%% function to call netwon raphson method 

function [solution, no_iterations] = Newton(f, dfdx, phi_0, 

eps) 

phi = phi_0; 

f_value = f(phi); 

iteration_counter = 0; 

while abs(f_value) > eps && iteration_counter < 100 

    try 

        phi = phi - (f_value)/dfdx(phi) 

    catch 

        fprintf('Error! - derivative zero for phi = \n', 

phi) 

        exit(1) 

    end 

    f_value = f(phi); 

    iteration_counter = iteration_counter + 1; 
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end 

% Here, either a solution is found, or too many iterations 

if abs(f_value) < eps 

    iteration_counter = -1; 

end 

solution = phi; 

no_iterations = iteration_counter; 

end 

 

4. Code for Time-varying graphs (for VFM and PSM) 

This code is used for plotting the time-varying graphs for VFM and PSM. Here, the value 

of del can be kept as 180(del=180*pi/180) for plotting graphs of VFM while for PSM 

the value of del can be changed to 90°(del=90*pi/180). 

Graphs for a particular operating point can be plotted for changing the value of ws in the 

code. Other parameters like Quality factor of series and resonant tank can be modified as 

per design requirements. 

 

clc; 

clear all; 

close all; 

  

ws = 1.8          %%normalised resonant frequency(series) 

del=180*pi/180;   %%pulse width angle 

Vsab = 1;         %%input voltage 

Qs = 1;           %%quality factor for series branch of 

resonant tank 

% Qp = Qs/k1 

% k1 =1.5;        %%ratio: series to parallel quality 

factor 

% ws = k2*wp  

Qp =1             %%quality factor for parallel branch of 

resonant tank 

k2 = 1;           %% ratio: series to parallel resonant 

tank 

wp = ws/k2        %%normalized parallel resonant frequency 

Re = 1;           %%load resistance (Rl in analysis) 

n = [1: 2: 99]';  %%odd harmonics 

  

%%defining components of resonant tank in terms of Qs, R, 

ws &wp  

% Ls = Qs*R/ws; 

% Cs = 1/(Qs*ws*R) 

% Lp = Qp*Rl/wp; 

% Cp = 1/(Qp*wp*R) 

% n =1;           %%fundamental harmonics 
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

    %% Series Impedance 

    

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

    Zls = ( n.*ws.*Qs );            %%Impedance of series 

inductor 

    Zcs = -((Qs)./(n.*ws));         %%Impedance of series 

capacitor 

    Zs = Zls + Zcs;                 %%Total series 

Impedance 

    

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

    %% Parallel Impedance 

    

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

    Zlp = ( n.*wp.*Qp );            %%Impedance of parallel 

inductor 

    Zcp = -((Qp)./(n.*wp));         %%Impedance of parallel 

capacitor 

    Zp = ((Zlp.*Zcp)./(Zlp + Zcp)); %%Total parallel 

impedance 

     

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

    %% Total Impedance 

    

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

    Zi = Zs + Zp;                   %%Total impedance 

     

     

  %%% for calculating initial values: angle of Zi  

      R1 =1; 

  

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

    %% Series Impedance 

    

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

    Zls1 = ( j.*ws.*Qs );          %%impedance of series 

inductor 

    Zcs1 = -((j.*Qs)./(ws));       %%impedance of series 

cap 

    Zs1 = Zls1 + Zcs1;             %%total series impedance 
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

    %% Parallel Impedance 

   

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

    Zlp1 = ( j.*wp.*Qp );         %%impedance of parallel 

inductor 

    Zcp1 = -(((j.*Qp)./(wp)));    %%impedance of parallel 

cap 

    Zp1 = ( (Zlp1.*Zcp1)./(Zlp1 + Zcp1) ); %%total parallel 

impedance 

    Zp11 = ((Zp1.*R1)./(Zp1 + R1)); 

  

    

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

    %% Total Impedance 

    

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

    Zi1 = Zs1 + Zp11;             %%toal series and 

parallel impedance 

    

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%    

     

display('phase angle') %%initial phi value calc 

x = (real(Zi1));  

y = (imag(Zi1)); 

  

phi_init = -atan2(y,x); 

  

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

% CALCULATING PHI START 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  

syms phi; 

R1 = 1; 

a1 = 

((Zp.*sin(n.*phi).*sin((n.*pi)./(2)).*sin((n.*del)./(2)))./

(n.*pi.*Zi)); 

a2 = 

((Zp.*cos(n.*phi).*sin((n.*pi)./(2)).*sin((n.*del)./(2)))./

(n.^2.*Zi)); 

a3 = ((Zp.*Zs)./(n.*pi.*Zi)); 
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a4 = (8./(pi.^2.*R1));  

  

eqn = ( (sum(a1)) - ((a4).*(sum(a2).*sum(a3))) ); %% 

equation to calculate the value of phi 

% phi = double(vpasolve(eqn == 0, phi)) 

  

diff_eqn = matlabFunction(diff(eqn)); 

eqn = matlabFunction(eqn); 

  

[newton_solution, no_iterations] = Newton(eqn, diff_eqn, 

phi_init, 0.00001); %%call function for NR 

phi = double(newton_solution) 

%  alpha_values(:,i) = double(vpasolve(eqn_a == 0, alpha, 

[-1.6 1.6])); 

  

% betaa= (alpha_values(:,i)) - ((pi - del)/2); 

  

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

% CALCULATING PHI END 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  

tn = 

((Zp).*cos(n.*phi).*sin((n.*pi)./(2)).*sin((n.*del)./(2))); 

td = (n.*n.*Zi); 

tt = tn./td; 

tts = (sum(tt)); 

tn1 = (8)./(pi.*pi.*R1) 

Io = ((tn1).*(tts)) 

%%calculating the rms value of output current 

  

  

t = 0: 0.001: 2*pi; 

wt = ws*t; 

  

display('Source Voltage') 

Vst = 

(4.*Vsab.*sin(n.*wt).*sin((n.*pi)./(2)).*sin((n.*del)./(2))

)./(n.*pi); 

Vsn = sum(Vst); 

  

display('Resonant Current') 

Ist = -

((4.*Vsab.*cos(n.*wt).*sin((n.*pi)./(2)).*sin((n.*del)./(2)

))./(n.*pi.*Zi)) +((4.*Io.*Zp.*sin(n.*wt - 

n.*phi).*sin((n.*pi)./(2)).*sin((n.*del)./(2)))./(n.*pi.*Zi

)); 

Isn = sum(Ist); 
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display('Output Current Source') 

Ipt = ((4.*Io.*sin(n.*wt - n.*phi))./(n.*pi)); 

Ipn = sum(Ipt); 

%  

% display('Parallel impedance Current')  

% Ipt = -((4.*Vsab.*cos(n.*wt))./(n.*pi.*abs(Zi)) ) -

((4.*Io.*abs(Zs).*sin(n.*wt - n.*phi))./(abs(Zi).*n.*pi)); 

% Ipp = sum(Ipt); 

  

display('Output Voltage') 

Vpt = 

((4.*Vsab.*Zp.*sin(n.*wt).*sin((n.*pi)./(2)).*sin((n.*del).

/(2)))./(n.*pi.*Zi) )-((4.*Io.*Zp.*Zs.*cos(n.*wt - 

n.*phi).*sin((n.*pi)./(2)).*sin((n.*del)./(2)))./(Zi.*n.*pi

)); 

Vpn = sum(Vpt); 

  

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

% Plots 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  

figure; 

plot(wt,Vsn,'LineWidth',2) 

xlabel('\omega_st'); 

ylabel('Input Voltage (v_s)') 

title('v_s  vs.  \omega_st' ) 

legend('v_s'); 

set(gca,'fontname','times') 

grid on; 

  

figure; 

plot(wt,Ipn,'LineWidth',2) 

xlabel('\omega_st'); 

ylabel('Current Source at output(i_p)') 

title('i_p  vs.  \omega_st' ) 

legend('i_p'); 

set(gca,'fontname','times') 

grid on; 

  

figure; 

plot(wt,Isn,'LineWidth',2) 

xlabel('\omega_st'); 

ylabel('Series current(i_s)') 

title('i_s  vs. \omega_st' ) 

legend('i_s'); 

set(gca,'fontname','times') 

grid on; 
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figure; 

plot(wt,Isn,wt,Vsn,'LineWidth',2) 

xlabel('\omega_st'); 

ylabel('Series current') 

legend('i_s','v_s'); 

title('i_s,v_s  vs. \omega_st' ) 

set(gca,'fontname','times') 

grid on; 

 

figure; 

plot(wt,Vpn,wt,Ipn,'LineWidth',2) 

xlabel('\omega_st'); 

ylabel('v_p,i_p') 

legend('v_p,i_p'); 

title('v_p,i_p  vs. \omega_st') 

set(gca,'fontname','times') 

grid on; 

  

figure; 

plot(wt, Vsn, wt,Isn, wt,Vpn, wt,Ipn,'LineWidth',2.5) 

xlabel('\omega_st'); 

legend('v_s','i_s','v_p','i_p') 

ylabel('v_s,i_s,v_p,i_p') 

title('v_s,i_s,v_p,i_p  vs.  \omega_st'); 

set(gca,'fontname','times') 

grid on; 

  

%% function to call netwon raphson method 

function [solution, no_iterations] = Newton(f, dfdx, phi_0, 

eps) 

phi = phi_0; 

f_value = f(phi); 

iteration_counter = 0; 

while abs(f_value) > eps && iteration_counter < 1000 

    try 

        phi = phi - (f_value)/dfdx(phi); 

    catch 

        fprintf('Error! - derivative zero for phi = \n', 

phi) 

        exit(1) 

    end 

    f_value = f(phi); 

    iteration_counter = iteration_counter + 1; 

end 

% Here, either a solution is found, or too many iterations 

if abs(f_value) < eps 

    iteration_counter = -1; 

end 

  

solution = phi; 

no_iterations = iteration_counter; 
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end 

 

5. Selection of Quality factor (Qs) and operating frequency (ωs) for a fixed pulse width 

angle of 90° (δ = 90°) 

This code is used for plotting performance curves as a function of operating frequency at a 

fixed pulse width of 90°. It can be utilized to figure out the optimal values of Quality factor 

and operating point.  

clear all;  

close all;  

clc; 

  

k1 = 2;                      %%ratio: series to parallel 

quality factor  

Rl = 1;                      %%LOad resistance 

% Qp = Qs/k1; 

k2 = 1;                     %%ratio: series to parallel 

resonant tank 

Vi = 1;                     %% input voltage dc 

del=90*pi/180; 

n  = [1:2:99]' ;            %%odd harmonics 

  

Qs_list = [0.5; 1;1.5;2;3;4];  %%normalized Quality 

factor(series) 

% Qs_list = [ 1]; 

% Qs_list = [0.5; 1;1]; 

  

w_list = 0.6:0.0123: 2.5;    %%range of normalized resonant 

frequency (series) 

  

i = 1; 

  

for Qs_iter = 1:length(Qs_list)   %%various values for 

normalized Quality factor(series) 

    Qs = Qs_list(Qs_iter); 

    for i = 1:length(w_list)      %%range of normalized 

resonant frequency (series) 

        ws = w_list(i); 

        wp = ws/k2; 

        Qp = Qs/k1; 

       

    %%Impedances with real component only 

         

    

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

    %% Series Impedance 
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

    

    Zlsn(:,i) = ( n.*ws.*Qs );            %%impedance of 

series inductor 

    Zcsn(:,i) = -((Qs)./(n.*ws));         %%impedance of 

series cap 

    Zsn(:,i) = Zlsn(:,i) + Zcsn(:,i);     %%total series 

impedance 

  

    

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

    %% Parallel Impedance 

    

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

    Zlpn(:,i) = ( n.*wp.*Qp);             %%impedance of 

parallel inductor 

    Zcpn(:,i) = -((Qp)./(n.*wp));         %%impedance of 

parallel cap 

    Zpn(:,i) = ((Zlpn(:,i).*Zcpn(:,i))./(Zlpn(:,i) + 

Zcpn(:,i))); %%total parallel impedance 

  

    

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

    %% Total Impedance 

    

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

    Zin(:,i) = Zsn(:,i) + Zpn(:,i);       %%total impedance     

    

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  

    %%Impdenaces with complex component 

     

    

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

    %% Series Impedance 

    

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

    Zls1(:,i) = ( j*ws*Qs );             %%impedance of 

series inductor 

    Zcs1(:,i) = -((j.*Qs)./(ws));        %%impedance of 

series cap 
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    Zs1(:,i) = Zls1(:,i) + Zcs1(:,i);    %%total series 

impedance 

    

    

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

    %% Parallel Impedance 

    

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

    Zlp1(:,i) = ( j.*wp.*Qp );          %%impedance of 

parallel inductor 

    Zcp1(:,i) = -(((j.*Qp)./(wp)));     %%impedance of 

parallel cap 

    Zp1(:,i) = ((Zlp1(:,i).*Zcp1(:,i))./(Zlp1(:,i) + 

Zcp1(:,i))); %%total parallel impedance 

    Zp11(:,i) = ((Zp1(:,i).*Rl)./(Zp1(:,i) + Rl)); %%total 

impedance 

  

    

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

    %% Total Impedance 

    

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

    Zi1(:,i) = Zs1(:,i) + Zp11(:,i); %%toal series and 

parallel impedance      

    

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

     

        x(:,i) = (real(Zi1(:,i))); 

        y(:,i) = (imag(Zi1(:,i))); 

         

        phi_init(:,i) = -atan2(y(:,i),x(:,i)); %%initial 

phi value calc 

         

        

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

        %% Phi 

        

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

        syms phi; 

         

        a1 = ( 

(Zpn(:,i).*sin(n.*phi).*sin((n.*pi)./(2)).*sin((n.*del)./(2

)))./(n.*pi.*Zin(:,i)) ); 
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        a2 = 

((Zpn(:,i).*cos(n.*phi).*sin((n.*pi)./(2)).*sin((n.*del)./(

2)))./(n.^2.*Zin(:,i))); 

        a3 = ((Zpn(:,i).*Zsn(:,i))./(n.*pi.*Zin(:,i))); 

        a4 = ((8)./(pi.^2.*Rl)); 

         

        eqn = ( (sum(a1)) - ( (a4).*(sum(a2)).*(sum(a3)) ) 

); %% equation to calculate the valur of phi 

         

        diff_eqn = matlabFunction(diff(eqn)); 

        eqn = matlabFunction(eqn); 

         

        [newton_solution, no_iterations] = Newton(eqn, 

diff_eqn, phi_init(:,i), 0.00001); 

        phi_values(:,i) = double(newton_solution); 

         

        

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

        % tn, td, and tt stuff and IO, VO 

        

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

        Vs(:,i) = sum( 

((2.*sqrt(2).*Vi.*sin((n.*pi)./(2)).*sin((n.*del)./(2)))./(

n.*pi)).^2) ; 

         

        tn(:,i) = 

((Zpn(:,i)).*cos(n.*phi_values(:,i)).*sin((n.*pi)./(2)).*si

n((n.*del)./(2))); 

        td(:,i) = (n.*n.*Zin(:,i)); 

        tt(:,i) = (tn(:,i)./td(:,i)); 

        tts(:,i) = sum(tt(:,i)); 

        tn1(:,i) = ((8)./(pi.^2.*Rl)); 

         

        Io(Qs_iter,i) = (Vi.*(tn1(:,i)).*(tts(:,i))); 

%          

%         Vo1(:,i) =( ( 

((8.*Vi)./(pi.^2)).*((tn(:,i))./(td(:,i))) )); 

%         Vorms(:,i) = sqrt(sum(Vo1(:,i).^2)); 

%         Vo(Qs_iter,i) = abs(sum( Vo1(:,i) )); 

         

%         %integrating Vp by hand 

%         X1(:,i) = ( (4.*Vi.*Zp(:,i))./(n.*pi.*Zi(:,i)) ); 

%         X2(:,i) = ( 

(4.*Io(Qs_iter,i).*Zp(:,i).*Zs(:,i))./(n.*pi.*Zi(:,i)) ); 

%         An(:,i) = ( (X1(:,i)) - 

(X2(:,i).*sin(n.*phi_values(:,i))) ); 

%         Bn(:,i) = ( X2(:,i).*cos(n.*phi_values(:,i)) ); 

%         Cn(:,i) = (sqrt( (An(:,i).^2) + (Bn(:,i).^2)) 

)./(n); 
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%         Voht(:,i) = ( (2.*Cn(:,i))./(n.*pi) ); 

%         Voh(Qs_iter,i) = sum( Voht(:,i)); 

         

        %%calculating Vo(output voltage - DC)by the eqn 

from which phi is calculated  

        Vo1(:,i) =( ( 

((8.*Vi)./(pi.^2)).*((tn(:,i))./(td(:,i))) )); 

        Vo(Qs_iter,i) = abs(sum( Vo1(:,i) )); 

         

        Gain(Qs_iter,i) = Vo(Qs_iter,i)/Vi; 

         

    %%calculating rms value of Is 

    An(:,i) = ( 

(4.*Io(Qs_iter,i).*Zpn(:,i).*cos(n.*phi_values(:,i)))./(n.*

pi.*Zin(:,i)) ); 

    Bn(:,i) = 

((4.*Vi.*sin((n.*pi)./(2)).*sin((n.*del)./(2)))./(n.*pi.*Zi

n(:,i)) ) + ( 

(4.*Io(Qs_iter,i).*Zpn(:,i).*sin(n.*phi_values(:,i)))./(n.*

pi.*Zin(:,i)) ); 

    Cn(:,i) = (sqrt( (An(:,i).^2) + (Bn(:,i).^2)) ); 

     

    Isn(:,i) = (Cn(:,i)./sqrt(2)); 

    Ist(Qs_iter,i) = sqrt(sum(Isn(:,i).^2)); 

     

     

    %%square of Isrms 

    Iss(Qs_iter,i) = Ist(Qs_iter,i).^2; 

  

  

  

    %%calculating alpha 

    syms alpha 

    eqn_a = sum(-

((4.*Vi.*cos(n.*alpha).*sin((n.*pi)./(2)).*sin((n.*del)./(2

)))./(n.*pi.*Zin(:,i))) 

+((4.*Io(Qs_iter,i).*Zpn(:,i).*sin(n.*alpha - 

n.*phi_values(:,i)))./(n.*pi.*Zin(:,i))) ); 

    alpha_values(Qs_iter,i) = double(vpasolve(eqn_a == 0, 

alpha, [-1.6 1.6]));% eqn_a(:,i) = -

((4.*Vi.*cos(alpha_values(:,i)))./(n.*pi.*Zi(:,i))) 

+((4.*Io(:,i).*Zp(:,i).*sin(alpha_values(:,i) - 

n.*phi_values(:,i)))./(n.*pi.*Zi(:,i))); 

  

   %%calculating output power  

    Po(Qs_iter,i) = ( (Vo(Qs_iter,i).^2)./(Rl) ); 

     

%     St1(Qs_iter,i) = St1(:,i)./Po(:,i); 

         

    %%calulating Losses 

    loss(Qs_iter,i) = ( (Iss(Qs_iter,i))./(Po(Qs_iter,i))); 
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%     Ioh(:,i) = Voh(:,i)./Rl; 

%     Iso(:,i) = Isrms(:,i)./Ioh(:,i) 

  

%% other - for checking 

 A1(:,i) = cos(n.*phi_values(:,i))./(n.*pi.*Zin(:,i)) ; 

 B1(:,i) = ((4.*Vi)./(n.*pi.*Zin(:,i)) ) ; 

  B2(:,i) = ( 

(4.*Io(Qs_iter,i).*Zpn(:,i).*sin(n.*phi_values(:,i)))./(n.*

pi.*Zin(:,i)) ); 

  B21(:,i) = sin(n.*phi_values(:,i)); 

   

%   wQ(Qs_iter,i) = smooth(Gain(Qs_iter,i)) 

   

    end 

end 

  

figure; 

plot(w_list,Vo,'LineWidth',2) 

xlabel('\omega_s(p.u.)'); 

ylabel('Output Voltage, V_o (p.u.)') 

title('V_o vs. \omega_s'); 

legend('Q_s = 0.5', 'Q_s = 1', 'Q_s = 1.5','Q_s = 2', 'Q_s 

= 3', 'Q_s = 4') 

xlim([0.6 2.5]) 

% xlim([0.88 3]) 

set(gca,'fontname','times') 

grid on; 

  

figure; 

plot(w_list,Gain,'LineWidth',2) 

xlabel('\omega_s(p.u.)'); 

ylabel('Gain(V_o/V_i) (p.u.)') 

title('Gain vs. \omega_s'); 

legend('Q_s = 0.5', 'Q_s = 1', 'Q_s = 1.5','Q_s = 2', 'Q_s 

= 3', 'Q_s = 4') 

xlim([0.6 2.5]) 

% xlim([0.88 3]) 

set(gca,'fontname','times') 

grid on; 

%  

% figure; 

% plot(w_list,Zin,'LineWidth',2) 

% xlabel('\omega_s(p.u.)'); 

% ylabel('Zin (p.u.)') 

% title('Zin vs. \omega_s'); 

% legend('Q_s = 0.5', 'Q_s = 1', 'Q_s = 1.5','Q_s = 2', 

'Q_s = 3', 'Q_s = 4') 

% % xlim([0.65 2.5]) 

% % xlim([0.88 3]) 

% grid on; 
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figure; 

plot(w_list,Po,'LineWidth',2) 

xlabel('\omega_s(p.u.)'); 

ylabel('P_o(p.u.)') 

title('P_o vs. \omega_s'); 

legend('Q_s = 0.5', 'Q_s = 1', 'Q_s = 1.5','Q_s = 2', 'Q_s 

= 3', 'Q_s = 4') 

xlim([0.6 2.5]) 

% ylim([-0.5 1.5]) 

set(gca,'fontname','times') 

grid on; 

  

figure; 

plot(w_list,Iss,'LineWidth',2) 

xlabel('w_freq'); 

ylabel('Isrms') 

title('Isrms'); 

legend('Q_s = 0.5', 'Q_s = 1', 'Q_s = 1.5','Q_s = 2', 'Q_s 

= 3', 'Q_s = 4') 

% xlim([0 5]) 

% ylim([-0.5 1.5]) 

set(gca,'fontname','times') 

grid on; 

  

figure; 

plot(w_list,Po,'LineWidth',2) 

xlabel('w_freq'); 

ylabel('Po') 

title('Po'); 

xlim([0.65 2.5]) 

% ylim([-0.5 1.5]) 

set(gca,'fontname','times') 

grid on; 

  

figure; 

plot(w_list,loss,'LineWidth',2) 

xlabel('\omega_s(p.u.)'); 

ylabel('loss (p.u.)') 

title('loss vs. \omega_s'); 

legend('Q_s = 0.5', 'Q_s = 1', 'Q_s = 1.5','Q_s = 2', 'Q_s 

= 3', 'Q_s = 4') 

xlim([0.6 2.5]) 

% ylim([-0.5 1.5]) 

set(gca,'fontname','times') 

grid on; 

  

% figure; 

% plot(w_list,Voh,w_list,loss,'LineWidth',2) 

% xlabel('w_s'); 

% ylabel('Vo & loss (p.u.)'); 

% title('Vo,loss vs w_s'); 
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% legend('Qs = 0.5', 'Qs = 1', 'Qs = 1.5','Qs = 2', 'Qs = 

3', 'Qs = 4')% xlim([0 5]) 

% % ylim([-0.5 1.5]) 

% grid on; 

  

figure; 

plot(w_list,alpha_values,'LineWidth',2) 

xlabel('\omega_s(p.u.)'); 

ylabel('\alpha(p.u)'); 

title('\alpha vs. \omega_s'); 

legend('Q_s = 0.5', 'Q_s = 1', 'Q_s = 1.5','Q_s = 2', 'Q_s 

= 3', 'Q_s = 4') 

xlim([0.6 2.5]) 

% ylim([-0.5 1.5]) 

set(gca,'fontname','times') 

grid on; 

 

%% function to call netwon raphson method 

function [solution, no_iterations] = Newton(f, dfdx, phi_0, 

eps) 

phi = phi_0; 

f_value = f(phi); 

iteration_counter = 0; 

while abs(f_value) > eps && iteration_counter < 100 

    try 

        phi = phi - (f_value)/dfdx(phi); 

    catch 

        fprintf('Error! - derivative zero for phi = \n', 

phi) 

        exit(1) 

    end 

    f_value = f(phi); 

    iteration_counter = iteration_counter + 1; 

end 

% Here, either a solution is found, or too many iterations 

if abs(f_value) > eps 

    iteration_counter = -1; 

end 

solution = phi; 

no_iterations = iteration_counter; 

end 

 

 

 

6. Selection of pulse width angle (δ) and operating frequency (ωs) 

This code is used for plotting performance curves at various operating points as a function 

of pulse width angle of the input voltage. 
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clear all;  

close all;  

clc; 

  

  

Vi = 1;                 %%input voltage dc 

% del=90*pi/180; 

k1 = 1;                 %%ratio: series to parallel quality 

factor  

Rl = 1;                 %%load resistance (Rl in analysis) 

% Qp = Qs/k1; 

k2 = 1;                 %%ratio: series to parallel 

resonant tank 

Qs =1                   %%ratio: series to parallel 

resonant tank 

n  = [1:2:99]' ;        %%odd harmonics 

ws_list = [0.75; 1.01;1.2;1.4;1.6];        %%quality factor 

for series branch of resonant tank 

del_list = 0.01*pi/180 :0.11: 180*pi/180;  %%pulse width 

angle rangle(rad) 

  

i = 1; 

  

for ws_iter = 1:length(ws_list)            %%running loop 

for ws 

    ws = ws_list(ws_iter); 

    for i = 1:length(del_list)             %%running loop 

for del 

        del = del_list(i); 

        wp = ws/k2; 

        Qp = Qs/k1;  

         

    %%Impedances with real component only 

         

    

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

    %% Series Impedance 

    

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

    

    Zlsn(:,i) = ( n.*ws.*Qs );            %%impedance of 

series inductor 

    Zcsn(:,i) = -((Qs)./(n.*ws));         %%impedance of 

series cap 

    Zsn(:,i) = Zlsn(:,i) + Zcsn(:,i);     %%total series 

impedance 
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

    %% Parallel Impedance 

    

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

    Zlpn(:,i) = ( n.*wp.*Qp);             %%impedance of 

parallel inductor 

    Zcpn(:,i) = -((Qp)./(n.*wp));         %%impedance of 

parallel cap 

    Zpn(:,i) = ((Zlpn(:,i).*Zcpn(:,i))./(Zlpn(:,i) + 

Zcpn(:,i))); %%total parallel impedance 

  

    

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

    %% Total Impedance 

    

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

    Zin(:,i) = Zsn(:,i) + Zpn(:,i);       %%total impedance     

    

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  

    %%Impdenaces with complex component 

     

    

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

    %% Series Impedance 

    

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

    Zls1(:,i) = ( j*ws*Qs );             %%impedance of 

series inductor 

    Zcs1(:,i) = -((j.*Qs)./(ws));        %%impedance of 

series cap 

    Zs1(:,i) = Zls1(:,i) + Zcs1(:,i);    %%total series 

impedance 

    

    

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

    %% Parallel Impedance 

    

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

    Zlp1(:,i) = ( j.*wp.*Qp );          %%impedance of 

parallel inductor 
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    Zcp1(:,i) = -(((j.*Qp)./(wp)));     %%impedance of 

parallel cap 

    Zp1(:,i) = ((Zlp1(:,i).*Zcp1(:,i))./(Zlp1(:,i) + 

Zcp1(:,i))); %%total parallel impedance 

    Zp11(:,i) = ((Zp1(:,i).*Rl)./(Zp1(:,i) + Rl)); %%total 

impedance 

  

    

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

    %% Total Impedance 

    

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

    Zi1(:,i) = Zs1(:,i) + Zp11(:,i); %%toal series and 

parallel impedance      

    

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

     

        x(:,i) = (real(Zi1(:,i))); 

        y(:,i) = (imag(Zi1(:,i))); 

         

        phi_init(:,i) = -atan2(y(:,i),x(:,i)); %%initial 

phi value calc 

         

    

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

    %% Phi 

    

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

        syms phi; 

         

        a1 = ( 

(Zpn(:,i).*sin(n.*phi).*sin((n.*pi)./(2)).*sin((n.*del)./(2

)))./(n.*pi.*Zin(:,i)) ); 

        a2 = 

((Zpn(:,i).*cos(n.*phi).*sin((n.*pi)./(2)).*sin((n.*del)./(

2)))./(n.^2.*Zin(:,i))); 

        a3 = 

((Zpn(ws_iter,i).*Zsn(ws_iter,i))./(n.*pi.*Zin(ws_iter,i)))

; 

        a4 = ((8)./(pi.^2.*Rl)); 

         

        eqn = ( (sum(a1)) - ( (a4).*(sum(a2)).*(sum(a3)) ) 

); %% equation to calculate the value of phi 

  

        phi_values(ws_iter,i) = double(vpasolve(eqn == 0, 

phi, [-1.6 1.6]));  
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

        % tn, td, and tt stuff and Io, Vo 

        

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

        Vs(ws_iter,i) = sum( 

((2.*sqrt(2).*Vi.*sin((n.*pi)./(2)).*sin((n.*del)./(2)))./(

n.*pi)).^2) ; %%%%input voltage  

  

        tn(:,i) = 

((Zpn(:,i)).*cos(n.*phi_values(ws_iter,i)).*sin((n.*pi)./(2

)).*sin((n.*del)./(2)));  

        td(:,i) = (n.*n.*Zin(:,i)); 

        tt(:,i) = (tn(:,i)./td(:,i)); 

        tts(:,i) = sum(tt(:,i)); 

        tn1(:,i) = ((8)./(pi.^2.*Rl)); 

         

        Io(ws_iter,i) = (Vi.*(tn1(:,i)).*(tts(:,i))); 

%%input voltage  

  

        %%calculating Vo(output voltage - DC)by the eqn 

from which phi is calculated  

        Vo1(:,i) =( ( 

((8.*Vi)./(pi.^2)).*((tn(:,i))./(td(:,i))) )); 

        Vo(ws_iter,i) = abs(sum( Vo1(:,i) )); 

         

        Gain(ws_iter,i) = Vo(ws_iter,i)/Vi;  %%Voltage gain 

         

    %%calculating rms value of Is 

    An(:,i) = ( 

(4.*Io(ws_iter,i).*Zpn(:,i).*cos(n.*phi_values(ws_iter,i)))

./(n.*pi.*Zin(:,i)) ); 

    Bn(:,i) = 

((4.*Vi.*sin((n.*pi)./(2)).*sin((n.*del)./(2)))./(n.*pi.*Zi

n(:,i)) ) + ( 

(4.*Io(ws_iter,i).*Zpn(:,i).*sin(n.*phi_values(ws_iter,i)))

./(n.*pi.*Zin(:,i)) ); 

    Cn(:,i) = (sqrt( (An(:,i).^2) + (Bn(:,i).^2)) ); 

     

    Isn(:,i) = (Cn(:,i)./sqrt(2));  %%input resonant 

current  

    Ist(ws_iter,i) = sqrt(sum(Isn(:,i).^2));  %%input rms 

resonant current 

     

    %%square of Isrms 

    Iss(ws_iter,i) = Ist(ws_iter,i).^2;  

  

    %%calculating alpha 
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    syms alpha 

    eqn_a = sum(-

((4.*Vi.*cos(n.*alpha).*sin((n.*pi)./(2)).*sin((n.*del)./(2

)))./(n.*pi.*Zin(:,i))) 

+((4.*Io(ws_iter,i).*Zpn(:,i).*sin(n.*alpha - 

n.*phi_values(ws_iter,i)))./(n.*pi.*Zin(:,i))) ); 

    alpha_values(ws_iter,i) = double(vpasolve(eqn_a == 0, 

alpha, [-1.6 1.6]));% eqn_a(:,i) = -

((4.*Vi.*cos(alpha_values(:,i)))./(n.*pi.*Zi(:,i))) 

+((4.*Io(:,i).*Zp(:,i).*sin(alpha_values(:,i) - 

n.*phi_values(ws_iter,i)))./(n.*pi.*Zi(:,i))); 

  

    %%calculating output power  

    Po(ws_iter,i) = ( (Vo(ws_iter,i).^2)./(Rl) ); 

     

    %%Calulating Switch Conduction Loss Index 

    loss(ws_iter,i) = ( (Iss(ws_iter,i))./(Po(ws_iter,i))); 

  

    end 

end 

  

figure; 

plot(del_list*180/pi,Vo,'LineWidth',2) 

xlabel('\delta(\circ)'); 

ylabel('Output Voltage, V_o (p.u.)') 

title('V_o vs. \delta'); 

legend('\omega_s = 0.75', '\omega_s = 1', '\omega_s = 

1.2','\omega_s = 1.4', '\omega_s = 1.6', '\omega_s = 1.8'); 

% xlim([0.65 2.5]) 

% xlim([0.88 3]) 

grid on; 

  

figure; 

plot(del_list*180/pi,Gain,'LineWidth',2) 

xlabel('\delta(\circ)'); 

ylabel('Gain(V_o/V_i) (p.u.)') 

title('Gain vs. \delta'); 

legend('\omega_s = 0.75', '\omega_s = 1', '\omega_s = 

1.2','\omega_s = 1.4', '\omega_s = 1.6', '\omega_s = 1.8') 

% xlim([0.65 2.5]) 

% xlim([0.88 3]) 

grid on; 

  

  

figure; 

plot(del_list*180/pi,Po,'LineWidth',2) 

xlabel('\delta(\circ)'); 

ylabel('P_o(p.u.)') 

title('P_o vs. \delta'); 

legend('\omega_s = 0.75', '\omega_s = 1', '\omega_s = 

1.2','\omega_s = 1.4', '\omega_s = 1.6', '\omega_s = 1.8') 
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% xlim([0.65 2.5]) 

% ylim([-0.5 1.5]) 

grid on; 

  

figure; 

plot(del_list*180/pi,loss,'LineWidth',2) 

xlabel('\delta(\circ)'); 

ylabel('loss (p.u.)') 

title('loss vs. \delta'); 

legend('\omega_s = 0.75', '\omega_s = 1', '\omega_s = 

1.2','\omega_s = 1.4', '\omega_s = 1.6', '\omega_s = 1.8') 

% xlim([0.65 2.5]) 

% ylim([-0.5 1.5]) 

grid on; 

  

% figure; 

% plot(w_list,Voh,w_list,loss,'LineWidth',2) 

% xlabel('w_s'); 

% ylabel('Vo & loss (p.u.)'); 

% title('Vo,loss vs w_s'); 

% legend('Qs = 0.5', 'Qs = 1', 'Qs = 1.5','Qs = 2', 'Qs = 

3', 'Qs = 4')% xlim([0 5]) 

% % ylim([-0.5 1.5]) 

% grid on; 

  

figure; 

plot(del_list*180/pi,alpha_values,'LineWidth',2) 

xlabel('\delta(\circ)'); 

ylabel('alpha(p.u)'); 

title('alpha vs. \delta'); 

legend('\omega_s = 0.75', '\omega_s = 1', '\omega_s = 

1.2','\omega_s = 1.4', '\omega_s = 1.6', '\omega_s = 1.8') 

% xlim([0.65 2.5]) 

% ylim([-0.5 1.5]) 

grid on; 

  

figure; 

plot(del_list*180/pi,phi_values,'LineWidth',2) 

xlabel('\delta(\circ)'); 

ylabel('phi(rad)'); 

title('phi vs. \delta'); 

legend('\omega_s = 0.75', '\omega_s = 1', '\omega_s = 

1.2','\omega_s = 1.4', '\omega_s = 1.6', '\omega_s = 1.8') 

% xlim([0.65 2.5]) 

% ylim([-0.5 1.5]) 

grid on; 

  

figure; 

plot(del_list*180/pi,phi_init,'LineWidth',2) 

xlabel('\delta(\circ)'); 

ylabel('phi init(rad)'); 
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title('phi init vs. \delta'); 

legend('\omega_s = 0.75', '\omega_s = 1', '\omega_s = 

1.2','\omega_s = 1.4', '\omega_s = 1.6', '\omega_s = 1.8') 

% xlim([0.65 2.5]) 

% ylim([-0.5 1.5]) 

grid on; 

  

  

%% function to call netwon raphson method 

function [solution, no_iterations] = Newton(f, dfdx, phi_0, 

eps) 

phi = phi_0; 

f_value = f(phi); 

iteration_counter = 0; 

while abs(f_value) > eps && iteration_counter < 100 

    try 

        phi = phi - (f_value)/dfdx(phi); 

    catch 

        fprintf('Error! - derivative zero for phi = \n', 

phi) 

        exit(1) 

    end 

    f_value = f(phi); 

    iteration_counter = iteration_counter + 1; 

end 

% Here, either a solution is found, or too many iterations 

if abs(f_value) > eps 

    iteration_counter = -1; 

end 

solution = phi; 

no_iterations = iteration_counter; 

end 

 

7. Selection of Quality factor (Qs) and pulse width angle at a fixed operating frequency 

of 1.75 (δ = 1.75) 

This code is used for plotting graphs of performance curves as a function of pulse width 

angle. It is utilized for obtaining optimal value Quality factor and pulse width of the input 

voltage. 

 

 

 

 

 

clear all; 
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close all; 

clc; 

 

Qs_list = [0.5;1;1.5;2;3;4];               %%quality factor 

for series branch of resonant tank 

del_list = 0.01*pi/180 :0.123: 180*pi/180; %%pulse width 

angle rangle(rad) 

k1 = 1;                                    %%ratio: series 

to parallel quality factor 

Rl = 1;                                    %%load 

resistance (Rl in analysis) 

% Qp = Qs/k1; 

k2 = 1;                                    %%ratio: series 

to parallel resonant tank 

Vi = 1;                                    %%input voltage 

dc 

ws =1.75                                    %%normalised 

resonant frequency(series) 

n  = [1:2:99]';                            %%odd harmonics 

 

i = 1; 

 

for Qs_iter = 1:length(Qs_list)     %%running loop for Qs 

Qs = Qs_list(Qs_iter); 

for i = 1:length(del_list)      %%running loop for del 

del = del_list(i); 

wp = ws/k2; 

Qp = Qs/k1; 

 

%%Impedances with real component only 

 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

%% Series Impedance 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

 

Zlsn(:,i) = ( n.*ws.*Qs );            %%impedance of series 

inductor 

Zcsn(:,i) = -((Qs)./(n.*ws));         %%impedance of series 

cap 

Zsn(:,i) = Zlsn(:,i) + Zcsn(:,i);     %%total series 

impedance 

 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

%% Parallel Impedance 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

Zlpn(:,i) = ( n.*wp.*Qp);             %%impedance of 

parallel inductor 
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Zcpn(:,i) = -((Qp)./(n.*wp));         %%impedance of 

parallel cap 

Zpn(:,i) = ((Zlpn(:,i).*Zcpn(:,i))./(Zlpn(:,i) + 

Zcpn(:,i))); %%total parallel impedance 

 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

%% Total Impedance 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

Zin(:,i) = Zsn(:,i) + Zpn(:,i);       %%total impedance 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

 

%%Impdenaces with complex component 

 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

%% Series Impedance 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

Zls1(:,i) = ( j*ws*Qs );             %%impedance of series 

inductor 

Zcs1(:,i) = -((j.*Qs)./(ws));        %%impedance of series 

cap 

Zs1(:,i) = Zls1(:,i) + Zcs1(:,i);    %%total series 

impedance 

 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

%% Parallel Impedance 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

Zlp1(:,i) = ( j.*wp.*Qp );          %%impedance of parallel 

inductor 

Zcp1(:,i) = -(((j.*Qp)./(wp)));     %%impedance of parallel 

cap 

Zp1(:,i) = ((Zlp1(:,i).*Zcp1(:,i))./(Zlp1(:,i) + 

Zcp1(:,i))); %%total parallel impedance 

Zp11(:,i) = ((Zp1(:,i).*Rl)./(Zp1(:,i) + Rl)); %%total 

impedance 

 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

%% Total Impedance 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

Zi1(:,i) = Zs1(:,i) + Zp11(:,i); %%toal series and parallel 

impedance 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
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x(:,i) = (real(Zi1(:,i))); 

y(:,i) = (imag(Zi1(:,i))); 

 

phi_init(:,i) = -atan2(y(:,i),x(:,i)); %%initial phi value 

calc 

 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

%% Phi 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

syms phi; 

 

a1 = ( 

(Zpn(:,i).*sin(n.*phi).*sin((n.*pi)./(2)).*sin((n.*del)./(2

)))./(n.*pi.*Zin(:,i)) ); 

a2 = 

((Zpn(:,i).*cos(n.*phi).*sin((n.*pi)./(2)).*sin((n.*del)./(

2)))./(n.^2.*Zin(:,i))); 

a3 = 

((Zpn(Qs_iter,i).*Zsn(Qs_iter,i))./(n.*pi.*Zin(Qs_iter,i)))

; 

a4 = ((8)./(pi.^2.*Rl)); 

 

eqn = ( (sum(a1)) - ( (a4).*(sum(a2)).*(sum(a3)) ) ); %% 

equation to calculate the valur of phi 

 

diff_eqn = matlabFunction(diff(eqn)); 

eqn = matlabFunction(eqn); 

 

[newton_solution, no_iterations] = Newton(eqn, diff_eqn, 

phi_init(:,i), 0.00001); 

phi_values(:,i) = double(newton_solution); 

 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

% tn, td, and tt stuff and IO, VO 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

Vs(Qs_iter,i) = sum( 

((2.*sqrt(2).*Vi.*sin((n.*pi)./(2)).*sin((n.*del)./(2)))./(

n.*pi)).^2); %%input voltage 

 

tn(:,i) = 

((Zpn(:,i)).*cos(n.*phi_values(:,i)).*sin((n.*pi)./(2)).*si

n((n.*del)./(2))); 

td(:,i) = (n.*n.*Zin(:,i)); 

tt(:,i) = (tn(:,i)./td(:,i)); 

tts(:,i) = sum(tt(:,i)); 

tn1(:,i) = ((8)./(pi.^2.*Rl)); 
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Io(Qs_iter,i) = (Vi.*(tn1(:,i)).*(tts(:,i))); %%Output 

current 

 

%%calculating Vo(output voltage - DC)by the eqn from which 

phi is calculated 

Vo1(:,i) =( ( ((8.*Vi)./(pi.^2)).*((tn(:,i))./(td(:,i))) 

)); 

Vo(Qs_iter,i) = abs(sum( Vo1(:,i) )); %%Output voltage 

 

Gain(Qs_iter,i) = Vo(Qs_iter,i)/Vi; %%Voltage gain 

 

%%calculating rms value of is 

An(:,i) = ( 

(4.*Io(Qs_iter,i).*Zpn(:,i).*cos(n.*phi_values(:,i)))./(n.*

pi.*Zin(:,i)) ); 

Bn(:,i) = 

((4.*Vi.*sin((n.*pi)./(2)).*sin((n.*del)./(2)))./(n.*pi.*Zi

n(:,i)) ) + ( 

(4.*Io(Qs_iter,i).*Zpn(:,i).*sin(n.*phi_values(:,i)))./(n.*

pi.*Zin(:,i)) ); 

Cn(:,i) = (sqrt( (An(:,i).^2) + (Bn(:,i).^2)) ); 

 

Isn(:,i) = (Cn(:,i)./sqrt(2));    %%input resonant current 

Ist(Qs_iter,i) = sqrt(sum(Isn(:,i).^2)); %%input rms 

resonant current 

 

%%square of Isrms 

Iss(Qs_iter,i) = Ist(Qs_iter,i).^2; 

 

%%calculating alpha 

syms alpha 

eqn_a = sum(-

((4.*Vi.*cos(n.*alpha).*sin((n.*pi)./(2)).*sin((n.*del)./(2

)))./(n.*pi.*Zin(:,i))) 

+((4.*Io(Qs_iter,i).*Zpn(:,i).*sin(n.*alpha - 

n.*phi_values(:,i)))./(n.*pi.*Zin(:,i))) ); 

alpha_values(Qs_iter,i) = double(vpasolve(eqn_a == 0, 

alpha, [-1.6 1.6]));% eqn_a(:,i) = -

((4.*Vi.*cos(alpha_values(:,i)))./(n.*pi.*Zi(:,i))) 

+((4.*Io(:,i).*Zp(:,i).*sin(alpha_values(:,i) - 

n.*phi_values(:,i)))./(n.*pi.*Zi(:,i))); 

 

%%calculating output power 

Po(Qs_iter,i) = ( (Vo(Qs_iter,i).^2)./(Rl) ); 

 

%%Calulating Switch Conduction Loss Index 

loss(Qs_iter,i) = ( (Iss(Qs_iter,i))./(Po(Qs_iter,i))); 

 

end 

end 
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figure; 

plot(del_list*180/pi,Vo,'LineWidth',2) 

xlabel('\delta(\circ)'); 

ylabel('Output Voltage, V_o (p.u.)') 

title('V_o vs. \delta'); 

legend( 'Q_s = 0.5','Q_s = 1', 'Q_s = 1.5','Q_s = 2', 'Q_s 

= 3', 'Q_s = 4'); 

% xlim([0.65 2.5]) 

% xlim([0.88 3]) 

set(gca,'fontname','times') 

grid on; 

 

figure; 

plot(del_list*180/pi,Gain,'LineWidth',2) 

xlabel('\delta(\circ)'); 

ylabel('Gain(V_o/V_i) (p.u.)') 

title('Gain vs. \delta'); 

legend( 'Q_s = 0.5','Q_s = 1', 'Q_s = 1.5','Q_s = 2', 'Q_s 

= 3', 'Q_s = 4'); 

% xlim([0.65 2.5]) 

% xlim([0.88 3]) 

set(gca,'fontname','times') 

grid on; 

 

% 

% figure; 

% plot(del_list*180/pi,Po,'LineWidth',2) 

% xlabel('\delta(\circ)'); 

% ylabel('P_o(p.u.)') 

% title('P_o vs. \delta'); 

% legend('Q_s = 1', 'Q_s = 1.5','Q_s = 2', 'Q_s = 3', 'Q_s 

= 4'); 

% % xlim([0.65 2.5]) 

% % ylim([-0.5 1.5]) 

% set(gca,'fontname','times') 

% grid on; 

 

% figure; 

% plot(w_list,Isrms,'LineWidth',2) 

% xlabel('w_freq'); 

% ylabel('Isrms') 

% title('Isrms'); 

% legend('Qs = 0.5', 'Qs = 1', 'Qs = 1.5','Qs = 2', 'Qs = 

3', 'Qs = 4') 

% % xlim([0 5]) 

% % ylim([-0.5 1.5]) 

% grid on; 

 

% figure; 

% plot(w,Po,'LineWidth',2) 
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% xlabel('w_freq'); 

% ylabel('Is^2/Po') 

% title('Is^2/Po'); 

% % xlim([0 5]) 

% % ylim([-0.5 1.5]) 

% grid on; 

% 

figure; 

plot(del_list*180/pi,loss,'LineWidth',2) 

xlabel('\delta(\circ)'); 

ylabel('loss (rad)') 

title('loss vs. \delta'); 

legend('Q_s = 1', 'Q_s = 1.5','Q_s = 2', 'Q_s = 3', 'Q_s = 

4'); 

% xlim([0.65 2.5]) 

% ylim([-0.5 1.5]) 

set(gca,'fontname','times') 

grid on; 

 

% figure; 

% plot(w_list,Voh,w_list,loss,'LineWidth',2) 

% xlabel('w_s'); 

% ylabel('Vo & loss (p.u.)'); 

% title('Vo,loss vs w_s'); 

% legend('Qs = 0.5', 'Qs = 1', 'Qs = 1.5','Qs = 2', 'Qs = 

3', 'Qs = 4')% xlim([0 5]) 

% % ylim([-0.5 1.5]) 

% grid on; 

 

figure; 

plot(del_list*180/pi,alpha_values,'LineWidth',2) 

xlabel('\delta(\circ)'); 

ylabel('\alpha(rad)'); 

title('\alpha vs. \delta'); 

legend('Q_s = 1', 'Q_s = 1.5','Q_s = 2', 'Q_s = 3', 'Q_s = 

4'); 

% xlim([0.65 2.5]) 

% ylim([-0.5 1.5]) 

set(gca,'fontname','times') 

grid on; 

 

% figure; 

% plot(del_list*180/pi,phi_values,'LineWidth',2) 

% xlabel('\delta(\circ)'); 

% ylabel('\phi(rad)'); 

% title('\phi vs. \delta'); 

% legend('Q_s = 0.8', 'Q_s = 1', 'Q_s = 1.5','Q_s = 2', 

'Q_s = 3', 'Q_s = 4'); 

% % xlim([0.65 2.5]) 

% % ylim([-0.5 1.5]) 

% grid on; 
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% 

% figure; 

% plot(del_list*180/pi, Ist,'LineWidth',2) 

% xlabel('\delta(\circ)'); 

% ylabel('Ist'); 

% title('Ist vs. \delta'); 

% legend('Q_s = 1', 'Q_s = 1.5','Q_s = 2', 'Q_s = 3', 'Q_s 

= 4'); 

% % xlim([0.65 2.5]) 

% % ylim([-0.5 1.5]) 

% set(gca,'fontname','times') 

% grid on; 

 

% figure; 

% plot(del_list*180/pi,phi_init,'LineWidth',2) 

% xlabel('\delta(\circ)'); 

% ylabel('phi)'); 

% title('alpha init vs. \delta'); 

% legend('Q_s = 0.5', 'Q_s = 1', 'Q_s = 1.5','Q_s = 2', 

'Q_s = 3', 'Q_s = 4'); 

% % xlim([0.65 2.5]) 

% % ylim([-0.5 1.5]) 

% grid on; 

 

 

%% function to call netwon raphson method 

function [solution, no_iterations] = Newton(f, dfdx, phi_0, 

eps) 

phi = phi_0; 

f_value = f(phi); 

iteration_counter = 0; 

while abs(f_value) > eps && iteration_counter < 100 

try 

phi = phi - (f_value)/dfdx(phi); 

catch 

fprintf('Error! - derivative zero for phi = \n', phi) 

exit(1) 

end 

f_value = f(phi); 

iteration_counter = iteration_counter + 1; 

end 

% Here, either a solution is found, or too many iterations 

if abs(f_value) > eps 

iteration_counter = -1; 

end 

solution = phi; 

no_iterations = iteration_counter; 

end 
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